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Abstract

The aim of this work has been to employ a range o f techniques to study some of
the factors that affect the synthesis and structure o f microporous aluminophosphate
materials. Using these results we aim to gain a greater insight into which fectors may be
altered to produce a specific microporous framework, or materials with a particular
fi*amework composition or catalytic properties. To this end we have employed a range of
powerful X-Ray techniques, which require a synchrotron radiation source to perform a
variety of experiments. The synchrotron based studies have been complimented by
various laboratory techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance, thermal gravimetric
analysis and infi*a-red spectroscopy.

In particular Microcrystal Diffraction facilities at the Daresbury Synchrotron
Source has been used to collect high quality diffraction data on single crystals as small
10xl0x20|o,m in size. This has given us detailed information on the location of the
template species within the as-prepared aluminophosphate materials. Further to this a
newly developed heating unit was used to perform in situ, high temperature single crystal
study tracking the breakdown o f the organic template species, to study in detail any
changes to the aluminophosphate fi'amework which occur during this process of
calcination. Further complimentary studies were performed using techniques including
standard laboratory single crystal diffraction, FTIR and TGA.

14

Solid State NMR studies have been preformed on a range o f Silicon and Zinc
substituted aluminophosphate materials to study the stabilising effect of substituting
silicon into the framework. This allows us to study the environment of the different
heteroatom species within the framework and investigate whether this is related to the
resultant stability of the materials upon calcination.

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Diffraction (EDXRD) performed on station 16.4 at the
Daresbury Synchrotron source, using a specially designed hydrothermal cell, was
employed to study the effect o f altering the initial pH o f a range of aluminophosphate
(and heteroatom substituted aluminophosphate) reaction gels with regards to the final
product produced. The technique allows us to collect diffraction data with a time
resolution of approximately

1

minute, and as a result we can follow, in situ, the formation

of any crystalline products from the reaction gel. A relatively new 3-element detector was
used in the experiments providing us with the ability to study a large d-spacing range
simultaneously. Using this extra data we are able to identify subtle differences in the
products forming which previously have been very difficult to record.

Finally we have re-investigated the crystal structure of the Cobalt containing
heteropolytungstate material Kg[CoW 12 O4 0 ].2 OH2 O. This is one o f only a few materials
that contain tetrahedral Co°^ ions co-ordinated to 4 oxygen atoms. We have obtained
accurate information on the Co-0 bond distances that can be used as a model for
investigating the structural properties of Co™ ions substituted into an aluminophosphate
framework. In turn this model can be applied to the appropriate data and used to estimate

15

the amount of oxidisable Co" ions in as-prepared CoAIPO materials and thus the
potential for REDOX catalysis.

16

Chapter 1
Introduction and
Bacl^round.
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1.1 Overview of Microporous Aluminophosphates.

In the early 1980’s Wilson and co-workers discovered a new class o f materials,
collectively known as aluminophosphates (AlPO's), with the basic chemical formula
AIPO4 / ’ ^ The materials are made up of strictly alternating AIO4 and PO4 tetrahedra that
join together to form a massive number o f different framework structures. The basic
linkage can be summarised:
[= A l-0-P =]

Many of the materials are structurally analogous to Zeolites, aluminosilicates,
both naturally occurring and synthetic. Zeolites were first discovered in the 1750’s and
have now become important materials for a number o f industrial processes including gas
separation, and as ion exchangers.^’ * Some of the aluminophosphates were found to have
unique stmctures not seen in the aluminosilicates.^ For example the stmctures AlPO-5,
AlPO-l 1 and AlPO-31 have structures unique to the aluminophosphates, while AlPO-34
and AIPO-17 have structures analogous to the naturally occurring zeolites Chabazite and
Erionite, see figure 1.1 below. Since the initial discovery of a family o f 20 AlPO's (17
with novel, and 3 with known structures) many more structures have been synthesised
and the family now has many more members.^’^

18

Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1 Schematics of the a: AlPO-34, b; -17, c: -5, d: -11 and e; -31
frameworks.
19

1.2 Nomenclature

Initially the materials were named by a numbering system, AIPO4 -M where n
denoted the structure type as in AlPO-5, AIPO-11 and so on. More recently the
International Zeolite Commission (IZC) has given each structure type a 3-letter structure
code name, for example API (AlPO-5), CHA (AJPO-34, -44 and -47) and AEI (AlPO18).^ Some of the structure codes relate to the hill name of related zeolites or minerals
such as CHA, for structures related to the zeolite chabazite. Complete listings are given in
the Zeolite Atlas.^ A further type of classification is derived from the Secondary Building
Units (SBU’s) which make up the structure. The SBU’s denote the positions of the T sites
(in the case of the aluminophosphates the T atoms are the Al and P ions) relative to each
other in space, with Oxygen atoms are omitted for simplicity as shown in figure 1.2.
Describing the structure from the SBU’s that make up the framework is often considered
much less cumbersome than describing the complex unit cell fully. The IZA also
describes each structure by the SBU’s that make up the framework.^

20

Figure 1.2

4 -4

6-2

Figure 1 2 Secondary Building Units used on the description o f aluminophosphate and
zeolite frameworks. Points denote T atoms, and the straight line joining 2 T-atoms
denotes the T-O-T bonds.

In this thesis structures are described by either their original form, AIPO4-M, or if
appropriate by their 3-letter structure code.
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1.3 Structure and properties of aluminophosphates.

As noted above there are a large number of different aluminophosphate
frameworks, and indeed with the different possible variations in TO4 units bonding
together there is potentially an almost infinite number of possible framework
configurations. Of the initial 20 aluminophosphate stmctures found,

14 were

microporous, while the rest were predominantly 2-dimensional layered structures.^’ ^
Typically it is found that the layered stmctures collapse when the organic template
species used in the synthesis are removed. (Synthesis is described in detail later.) Only
microporous materials are studied in this thesis. Of the microporous (3-dimensional)
stmctures there are 5 sub-categories, based on the size o f the pores within the framework,
denoted very small, small, medium, large and extra large pore materials, see figure 1.3
below.

Generally the very small pore materials have 6-membered rings with diameter
<0.3nm. (As with the SBU’s the oxygen atoms are omitted from the description and 8membered actually refers to the number of T-atoms in the ring.) Small pore materials
have 8-membered ring pores, diameter ca 0.35-0.45nm as in AlPO-34. Medium pore
materials have pore apertures o f 0.5-0.65nm with 10-membered rings (AIPO-11), or
occasionally puckered 12-membered rings (AlPO-31). Large pore materials cover the
region 0.7-0.8nm and have essentially planar 12-membered rings, as in AIPO-5; and
finally the extra large pore materials cover the 0.8+ nm range and include stmctures such
as VPI-5, with 18-membered rings, and JDF-20 which has 20-membered rings. Pore sizes

22

for each group, typical diameter, number of T-atoms in the largest ring and examples of
each structure are given in table 1.1. Schematics o f structures in each group are shown in
figure 1.3^

Table 1.1 Summary of the details for each o f the classes of microporous materials,
typical values for the very small, small, medium, large and extra large materials are
given.
Class

Typical diameter Number o f T-atoms in Example structures
ring

Very Small

<3Â

6

-16, -20

Small

3-4Â

8

14,17,18, 22, 34,35,39,
44, 47, 52

Medium

5-6Â

10

-11,-31,-41

Large

7-1 oA

12

-5,-36, -37,40
DAF-1

Very Large

>10A

18/20

JDF-20
VPI-5
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Figure 1.3
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Figure 13 Structures from each size group, extra large structures are highlighted in
purple, large pore in blue, medium pore in green and small pore in yellow.

The structures have a uniform distribution of pores and this regularity is a major
reason why they have potential uses in shape selective processes such as phase
separations and shape selective catalysis. However, unlike their zeolite analogues the
standard aluminophosphate framework is neutral and therefore not suitable for ion
exchange or acid catalysed reactions.^’ ^ In 1984, two years after the initial discovery of
24

the AlPO's Lok and co-workers made an important development. They isomorphously
substituted some of the framework

ions for Si^ ions forming the so-called SAPO’s.^’ *

This was taken one step further in 1986 when a small percentage of Al°^ ions were
substituted by Me° ions producing MeAlPO’s.^’

(Sometimes called MeAPO’s where

Me includes Co, Mg and Zn) It is also possible to simultaneously substitute both Me° and
Si^ into the framework, in this case producing the MeAPSO’s (or sometimes
MeSAPO’s).

As the substituted ions in each case are lower valency than the ion they are
replacing a net negative charge is placed on the framework. This charge is initially
balanced by the organic species used in the synthesis and after template removal the
charge is balanced by a loosely bound proton, making the materials a c i d i c . W i t h this
property the materials become potentially useful in acid mediated reactions, or in ion
exchange reactions.

In some cases it is possible to substitute a Me° ion that can undergo a change in
oxidation state while remaining in the framework. For example in some cases if Co° is
substituted into the framework when the template species is removed the oxidation state
of some of the Co° species is increased, forming Co™ ions. If this process can be
performed reversibly then the materials have potential for use in REDOX mediated
r e a c t i o n s . T h e s e properties are described later in more detail.

25

1.4 Synthesis
1.4.1 General Description

Most microporous aluminophosphates are synthesised from an aqueous gel
containing the relevant sources of aluminium, phosphorus, heteroatom and organic
structure directing template.^’

Aluminium hydroxide, aluminium isopropoxide, or

pseudoboehmite are typically used as the A1 source. Phosphorus is almost always added
as phosphoric acid, or occasionally pyrophosphoric acid. For heteroatom substituted
materials silicon can be added in a number of forms, including fumed silica and Ludox.
Metal ions, such as Co^, Zn°, Mn^, Fe°, are added in the form of the metal acetate. The
template is added straight into the gel, either as a pure organic, or solution depending on
what form it is available in. The typical mixing procedure is to make a solution
containing the phosphoric acid, and aluminium source. The heteroatom is dissolved in
H2 O and then added to the A1 containing solution, and at the final stage the template is
added. Once mixed until homogenous the gel is placed in a Teflon lined stainless steel
autoclave, and reacted under hydrothermal conditions, at temperatures between 120 and
250°C, for anything between 4 hours and 6 weeks.

Different aspects o f the

synthesis are discussed in detail below.

1.4.2 Template Effects.

The organic templating species is veiy important as a structure directing agent in
aluminophosphate synthesis, and indeed without such a species in the reaction gel dense
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phase AIPO4 or AIPO4 .11H2 O hydrates form. Often these are known structures such as
tridymite or berlinite.^ The template usually takes the form of a small amine species, such
as triethylamine, or a quaternary ammonium ion such as tetraethylammonium
hydroxide.

The template species can have more than one role. In the pure

aluminophosphate materials the main role is a steric one, directing the formation of a
particular framework, although size and shape is not the only &ctor, borne out by the feet
some templates will form many different frameworks, and similarly some frameworks
can be formed by a variety of template species. Two of the best examples of this are the
framework AlPO-5 (API) and the template species di-n-propylamine. AlPO-5 is a large
pore material with straight channels, pore aperture ca 0.78A, which can be formed by no
less than 25 different template species including triethylamine (TEA), tripropylamine
(TPA), tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH) and hexamethyleneimine. This is
probably due to the fact the relatively large, uni-dimensional channels, do not impose
very much restriction on the shape or size of potential template species.*’
Alternatively the organic molecule di-n-propylamine will form at least

8

different AlPO

frameworks, ranging from the small pore structure type -39, medium pore types
31 to the very large pore material VPI-5.^^’

-1 1

and -

^ As can be seen choice o f template is one

of the most important aspects of synthesis.

Advances the understanding of the effects of template in the synthesis of
aluminophosphates, in particular by computational techniques, have indeed made it
possible to predict what structure a given organic species is likely to form. Indeed the
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computer program ZEBEDDE successfully predicted the template 4-piperidinopiperidine
for the synthesis of a chabazite related structure DAF-5.^’

1.4.3 Heteroatom effects

In structures wiiere lower valent heteroatoms have been substituted into the
framework, the template species has to play a second role of charge compensation. This
can have a profound effect on the structure formed and indeed the introduction of
heteroatom species can change the resultant framework.^^’

For example when

TEAOH is used as the template and a pure aluminophosphate is being produced the AFI
structure forms. However the introduction of small amounts of Co° ions into the gel,
Co/P ratio of 0.04, the reaction forms a mixed phase of the AEI (AlPO-18) and AFI
structures. Increasing the Co/P ratio to 0.1 changes the end product again, with pure
phase CHA (CoAlPO-34).^^ Other effects can also occur, the choice of heteroatom can
influence the reaction time of the materials, stability o f the final product and influence the
potential catalytic activity.
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1.4.4 Reaction Conditions

The many different microporous AlPO frameworks form under large range of
conditions. The temperature can be anything from 100 to 250°C and reaction times as
short as 30 minutes to longer than 6 weeks. The reaction conditions are dependant on
what structure is being produced, the constituents of the mother gel and also any
intermediates that may form in the course of the reaction. Some gels will form more than
one structure, although by choosing the appropriate reaction conditions it is often possible
to ensure a pure phase is obtained. For example a Co AlPO gel made with
cyclohexylamine as the template forms pure CHA when reacted at 180°C for 8 days,^^
whereas the same gel reacted at 130°C for 20 hours produces the UHM-5 structure
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In recent years there has been an increasing number of synthesis from nonaqueous reaction gels, used in the production of both AlPO and SAPO materials.
Ethylene Glycol is one of the most common solvents used in such preparations, as used
by Huo and co-workers in one of the first series o f non-aqueous reactions.T here are
advantages to such reactions, including being able to use template molecules which are
not soluble in aqueous media. Also, it is a tool for changing the reaction kinetics to
promote the growth of larger single crystals.^^ Non-aqueous preparations provide a
further route for producing new and novel frameworks.

As can be seen there are a large number of variables which can be changed in the
synthesis of AlPO's, SAPO’s and MeAlPO’s when just considering the gel composition
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and reaction conditions. In some cases other factors can also have an effect including
ageing times/^'

fill level of the autoclave, the pH of the starting gel"^^ and the choice of

starting materials all being important considerations.^^’

In some respects this

is very useful for the synthetic chemist as it provides a number o f different approaches to
synthesising desired products whether that is a framework with specific dimensions or a
particular framework composition. For example, later in this thesis by altering the pH of
the gel we can produce high cobalt containing CoAlPO-5 structure materials from a gel
that would normally produce CoAlPO-34 (chabazite related) structures.

However, despite the possibilities for designing the synthesis that arise as a result
of all the different variables which can be changed, there are some inherent problems.
Producing a pure phase can often be difficult, with small changes causing the formation
of 2 or more phases concurrently. As a result some framework structures can only be
formed with certain framework compositions that may not be optimal for their relevant
applications.

Although great strides have been made in the understanding of aluminophosphate
synthesis the sheer number o f different fectors that affect the end products means there
are still a lot of unknowns. In this work we look at a number of relevant aspects to try and
gain

a

greater

understanding

of

the

aluminophosphates and their derivatives.
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synthesis

and

resultant

properties

of

1.5 Properties of AlPO's and their derivatives
1.5.1 Acidity

The regular pore dimensions of the microporous AlPO's means they have
potential uses in shape selective processes such as phase separation, and the formation of
both intermediate final reaction products. However aluminophosphates are neutral and
this means that unlike their zeolite (aluminosilicates) analogues they have no uses in acid
catalysis.

^ The substitution of Me° in place of Al°^ and/or Si^ in place of P^, as

described above,^ introduces a negative charge onto the framework that can then impart
acidity onto the calcined solid.

In the as-prepared materials the organic template molecules still inside the pores
or channels balance any framework charge. The organic template is usually removed by
the process of calcination, heating the as-prepared samples to a temperature typically
around 550°C in flowing air or oxygen. The organic molecules then bum off and leave
behind the microporous solid with empty pores. Once the template species has been
removed the charge is usually balanced by a loosely bound proton, in effect forming a
Bronsted acid site.'*^'^* This is shown schematically in figure 1.4a below. In some cases it
is also known that calcination can cause the formation of lewis acid sites, where an
oxygen vacancy in the framework is the cause o f the acidity.'^*’^®Figure 1 4b below.
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Figure 1.4
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Figure 1.4 a: Shows the formation of a Bronsted acid site in a métal substituted
aluminophosphate, wdiile b: shows the formation of the alternative Lewis acid site as
proposed by Barret et al.
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The acid centres are studied using a range of techniques including Fourier Transform
Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)/^’

EXAFS and adsorption experiments/^ The Bronsted

acid centres are characterized by a distinct band in the FTIR sprectra arising from the
bridging hydroxyl, at ca 3600 cm'\ The EXAFS spectrum shows evidence o f 3 short CoO bonds (-1.90A) and one long bond (-2.05 A) due to the bridging hydroxyl species. The
Lewis sites are detected by a combination of FTIR and temperature programmed
desorption (TPD).^^’

The FTIR spectra has a band at 3670cm-1 due to the P-OH group,

at a slightly higher wavenumber, and usually producing a sharper peak than that seen for
Bronsted acid sites, while adsorbents such as acetonitrile are used to distinguish the acid
sites using TPD.

Which type of acid site predominates is largely dependant on the structure. In a
study of four different Co AlPO structures, types -5, -36, -44 and -18 striking differences
were found. In the chaimel type structures, -5 and -36, the majority of the acid sites were
found to be Lewis type, while in the cage like structures, -44 and -18, Bronsted sites were
the most abundant.

The acidic nature of the calcined materials make them potentially useful in a
number of reactions, and combined with the regular pore dimensions this acidity is
combined with high shape selectivity. Indeed such materials have been shown to be
useful in a number of reactions, including the conversion of methanol to lower olefins,
being very selective for ethylene and propylene over the higher olefins.^'
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1.5.2 REDOX Properties

The introduction o f heteroatoms into the aluminophosphate framework also
introduces the possibility of redox centres being included. If the substituted Me° can be
raised to the Me^\ reversibly, and while remaining in the framework, the materials will
have potential for uses in redox mediated processes such as oxidation of alkanes and
alkenes in the presence of air and hydroperoxides.^^’

More recently a chabazite

related material has been shown to be highly selective in the oxidation of hexane,
selectively oxidising the terminal carbon producing adipic acid, a pre-cursor to many
nylon products.

This is known to occur in many materials with Cobalt ions incorporated into the
framework, and has been closely linked with the presence o f Bronsted acid centres.
Also it is believed that the Co^VCo"^ centres are important in many of the catalytic
properties exhibited by the CoAlPO’s.^^’

hi the Co” form the negative charge on the

framework is balanced by a proton (Bronsted acid centre) as seen in FTIR studies, and
when the Co” is oxidised to Co”^ there is no longer a charge imbalance and
correspondingly there is no Bronsted acidity seen in the FTIR spectra. Heating the
materials in hydrogen reduces the cobalt centres, again producing the acid sites.

EXAFS is often the chosen technique for following the change of oxidation state
of cobalt ions while remaining in the framework by monitoring the shift in adsorption
edge, and in particular the change in bond d i s t a n c e . ( - 1. 78Â for Co™-0
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compared to -1.93Â for Co°-0) Provided we have a good enough model for C0 -O4 bond
distances, it is possible to estimate the degree of oxidisable cobalt from the change in
average Co-0 bond distance/* Using this it has been found that not all the cobalt centres
within a framework can be raised from Co" to Co™, and the degree o f oxidisable cobalt is
dependant on the particular framework. In Co AlPO-18 it was found that 100% o f the
cobalt centres could be oxidised while in CoAIPO-5 only 20% of cobalt centres could be
raised from Co" to Co™"** Structure types -36 and -4 4 were also studied, with the results
summarised in table 1.2 below.

Table 1.2. Percentage of estimated oxidisable cobalt centres in a range of Co AlPO
structures - taken from Barrett et al, 1996.
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Stmcture Type

Average C o-0 bond length, Â

% Oxidisable cobalt.

CoAlPO-5

1.92

20

CoAlPO-18

1.83

100

CoAlPO-36

1.87

40

CoAlPO-44

1.85

80

One of the essential elements of analysing the EXAFS results is the presence of a
good model of the system being studied. There are very few systems that contain
tetrahedral Co™ bound to 4 oxygens. One such system is the heteropolytungstate
K5 [CoWi2 0 4 o] 2 OH2 O. The crystal structure of this material is re-investigated in this
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thesis to provide us with a good model for Co"^ substituted into aluminophosphate
frameworks.^^

1.5.3 Stability.

An important property of a microporous catalyst is that the framework is stable
under operating conditions. However, this is not always the case, particularly once the
organic template species has been removed. The layered materials, as noted previously,
collapse upon removal of the organic template as in most cases it is the organic which
separates the aluminophosphate layers. In the microporous materials there are also some
materials which are unstable to calcination, often collapsing to form dense phase
aluminophosphate materials such as berilinite and tridymite. As with the many factors
involved with synthesis of these materials the exact reasons why some materials collapse
and others do not is still largely unknown.

A common cause of instability is the inclusion of heteroatom species in the
framework. Some frameworks are stable with respect to calcination in the pure
aluminophosphate form, and if only small amounts (ca 10 wt %) of heteroatom are
incorporated. However, as in the case of CoAlPO-44, a chabazite related structure, the
inclusion of too much cobalt in the framework (~ 25 wt %) makes the material unstable
with respect to calcination, collapsing once the organic template is rem oved .T h is case
is particularly interesting as it’s CoAPSO analogue (cobalt and silicon substituted
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material) was also studied and it was found that in this case the silicon in the framework
had a stabilising effect and unlike it’s Co AlPO analogue this material can be calcined,
leaving the inorganic framework intact.^^ The stabilising effect of silicon is studied later
in this thesis.

1.6 Aims and Objectives

As

has

been

shown

in

this

introduction,

the

area

of microporous

aluminophosphate materials and their derivatives is both varied and complex. In this
thesis we report a series of studies which investigate aspects of the synthesis of
heteroatom substituted aluminophosphates including an in situ study into the effect o f pH
of the starting gel on the final product formed and the effect of the substitution of silicon
into a chabazite framework structure with respect to the stabihty of the final product. We
also describe a number of structural studies investigating initially the location of template
species within the microporous framework, and then o f the framework during and after
calcination. Finally the structure of the heteropolytungstate K5 [CoWi2 0 4 o]'2 0 H2 0 , one of
only a few materials that contain Co™ ions tetrahedrally co-ordinated to four oxygen
atoms is re-investigated to provide us with a good model for Co™ species substituted into
aluminophosphate frameworks.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques
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2.0 Summary

In Chapter 1 we introduced and described the Aluminophosphates and their
Metal substituted analogues. In this chapter we discuss the various experimental
techniques used throughout the project and described later in this thesis.

Both Synchrotron radiation and laboratory based X-Ray techniques were used,
employing single crystal and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) along with energy
dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD). Accompanying the diffraction studies further
techniques were also used, including Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR)
and solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), to study the materials and provide
supporting data for the diffraction experiments.
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2.1. Introduction

X-Ray Diffraction techniques are one o f the most powerful tools that can be
employed in Solid State Chemistry to aid with phase identification and structure
solution o f materials that possess long-range structural order, such as in most o f the
aluminophosphates. Indeed such techniques have been commonly used to gain
structural information on the aluminophosphate and related materials.

If single crystals o f sufficient size are available, single crystal diffraction
generally affords the best opportunity for structure solution. With the advent o f micro
single crystal diffraction, as employed in this project, it is now routinely possible to
perform single crystal investigations on crystals with sizes smaller than

However it is not always possible to produce single crystals even o f this size,
and therefore single crystal studies are not possible. As a result, in these cases the
technique o f choice is therefore powder x-ray diffraction - in particular (if available)
high resolution powder diffraction (HRPD). Using this technique with the often
highly ordered crystalline aluminophosphate structures the data is good enough that
structures can be solved and refined using only HRPD data.

The other use for powder diffraction data, and in fact the main use o f it in this
thesis, is for phase identification. The powder diffraction pattern for each crystalline
structure is unique and can be used as a ‘fingerprint’ for identifying the crystalline
phase (or phases) p r e s e n t ^ I f there is more than one phase present, as is often the
case in aluminophosphate synthesis, comparison o f the relevant peak intensities can
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not only help identify which phases are present but also give an indication o f the
relative amounts o f each.

The third diffraction technique employed is energy dispersive x-ray
diffraction, (EDXRD). Although this technique is not as high resolution as single
crystal and HRPD it does allow very quick data collection times providing the
possibility o f time resolved experiments being performed, studying the formation o f
materials or how they react under operating conditions^^'^^.

To complement the X-Ray diffraction studies we performed a range o f other
experiments. These included Infra-Red spectroscopy which was used primarily to
monitor the breakdown o f the organic template species and the formation (or absence)
o f Bronsted acid sites in the aluminophosphate materials as they were calcined. Solid
state nuclear magnetic resonance was used to study the local environment o f silicon,
zinc and aluminium within a series o f ZnAPSO (zinc and silicon substituted
aluminophosphate) materials. Thermal and chemical analysis were also used to
provide supplementary information in some o f the studies.
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2.2 Synchrotron Radiation.

Synchrotron radiation is the name given to the X-Rays or light that is emitted
from a beam of electrons, travelling at relativistic speeds, (near the speed of light) in a
circular orbit around a storage ring, as shown in the schematic in figure 2.1 below.

Electrons

Magnet

Synchrotron
Radiation

Figure 2.1 Simple Schematic of a Synchrotron Radiation Source

In a synchrotron radiation source (SRS), such as the Daresbury SRS where the
studies discussed in this thesis were performed, electrons are initially accelerated in a
linear accelerator (LINAC) before being injected into the storage ring. Once in the
storage ring the electrons are held in a constant orbitand orbit by a series of powerful
electromagnets. As the electron beam travels round the ring it emits white radiation
tangentially from it’s orbit. The white radiation, which is typically in the range from
infra Red to hard X-Ray, is then channelled to the various experimental stations via
high vacuum lines.
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The energy lost in when the white radiation is emitted is continually
replenished using radio frequency energy provided by a ‘klystron’. However, despite
this continual replenishment the beam still decays over time and as a result the beam
is ‘dumped’ and a new beam injected from the LINAC at regular intervals. At the
Daresbury facility this typically occurs at a minimum o f once every 24hrs, and can be
as often as every 6 or 4 hours depending on a number o f factors including the quality
o f the vacuum in the storage ring, initial energy o f the injected beam.^^’

The

Daresbury SRS operates at 2GeV with a typical current o f 220-100mA.

Using Synchrotron radiation has a number o f benefits which are particularly
relevant to the experiments described in this thesis over conventional radiation
sources. Firstly the X-Ray beam is very intense allowing us to perform studies on very
dilute (or very small) samples and to have very short data collection times. The
intensity o f the X-Rays is so great they can penetrate the stainless steel reaction
vessels used in the synthesis o f the aluminophosphate materials. This affords the
possibility if using synchrotron radiation to perform in situ experiments, monitoring
the formation or reaction o f suitable materials while being held under conditions
which mimic the conventional laboratory and in some cases as they would be reaction
under operating conditions. The second major benefit is the beam can be highly
collimated meaning very high resolution data can be collected on very small or dilute
samples without the data being swamped by excess or spurious radiation
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2.3 X-Ray Diffraction.
2.3.1 Powder X-Ray Diffraction.

One o f the most common uses for powder x-ray diffraction o f crystalline
materials is phase identification as the powder pattern o f each crystalline structure is
unique and can therefore be used as a ‘fingerprint’ to identify the material or materials
present in a crystalline sample.

In powder diffraction a monochromatic beam o f X-rays is fired at a powdered
crystalline sample and are diffracted by each set if lattices planes in accordance with
the Bragg equation:
nX = 2d sin0
where n is an integer, X is the wavelength o f the X-ray radiation, d is the distance
between lattice planes and 0 is the angle o f the detector in relation to the incident Xray beam. Powder diffraction patterns are typically plotted as intensity vs 20.

The intensity o f each reflection is directly proportional to the square o f the
structure factor:
Ihkl OC F hkl^

Where the structure factor F is a mathematical representation o f the diffracted x-ray
wave from the sample. The intensity combined with the position o f the peaks gives
rise to the ‘fingerprint’ nature o f each diffraction pattern and it is this which allows us
to identify the unique phase or phases present in the sample.
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Advances in powder diffraction technology, and in particular with the advent
or high resolution (HRPD) facilities it is now possible to not only identify the phases
present but also solve the structure o f materials from the powder data alone^’
As structure solution from powder diffraction data is not in the scope o f this thesis the
details are not discussed here.

There are two main types o f data collection for powder diffraction. The
traditional, conventional method employs a detector which is on a moveable arm, see
figure 2.2 below. The X-rays are fired at the sample and the detector arm is moved in
an arc around the sample collecting data incrementally across the chosen 20 range.
The beam is usually collimated at a series o f points to improve the quality o f the data,
narrow the peaks and reduce the background. The size o f the increment and data
collection time at each point is determined by the quality o f data required. For simple
phase identification a data collection strategy o f 0.04° increments over a range o f 540° and a data collection time o f <1 second per point may be sufficient. Alternatively
o f the data is to be used in stmcture solution much higher quality data is required and
the collection strategy altered accordingly.
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Figure 2.2

Path o f Detector Arm

Detector

X-Ray Source

Diffracted X-R
2-theta

Incident X-Rays

Sample Plate

Figure 2.2 Schematic of a Powder diffractometer, with moveable arm detector

The second data collection method employs image plate technology.
Relatively recently image plate technology has been developed so that a curved
photographic plate is placed in the path of the scattered radiation meaning the whole
20 range can be collected simultaneously, dramatically reducing the time required to
collect the complete diffraction pattern^®. Also the whole Debye-Scherrer cone is
collected and can be analysed giving much better statistics and background to noise
ratios. The image plate is scanned into a computer before being 'wiped' and re-used.
The data is converted into intensity vs 2 theta, giving the powder pattern.

The obvious advantage of this technique is that data for the whole 20 range is
collected simultaneously rather than point by point making the process much quicker.
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The resolution is limited by the quality if the image plate, and / or the scanner which
analyses the adsorbed X-rays. Figure 2.3 shows a photograph of the image plate
detector fitted on station 9.1 at the Daresbury SRS.

Curved Im

Sample Holder

Heating Unit
Sample Spinner
Incident X-R

Figure 2.3 Photo of Station 9.1 at the Daresbury SRS, set up to use the curved image
plate detector for high resolution powder diffraction studies. In this picture there is
also a heating unit allowing high temperature studies.
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2.3.1.1 Experimental

Powder diffraction experiments at the Davy Faraday Research Laboratory
(DFRL) were performed on a Siemens D500 diffractometer that use Cu K a radiation
(X = 1.5418A). Typically a small amount o f sample was finely ground and mounted
on a flat plate. The plate is then placed in the diffractometer and a movable detector is
used to collect data. For simple phase identification typically data were collected over
a range of 4-45° 20 at 0.04°intemvals and a data collection time o f 1 second per point.
If more accurate data were required, or if a larger range were needed these variables
were altered accordingly. All data collections performed at the DFRL were done so at
room temperature and in air.

Powder diffraction data collections at the Daresbury SRS were performed on
station 9.1, in image plate mode, as shown in figure 2.3. A small amount o f sample
was finely ground and placed in a capillary. The capillary was placed directly in the
path o f the beam and data collected using the image plate. Data were collected at a
range o f temperatures as described later in the thesis. Typical data collection times
were 5-10 minutes depending on the strength o f the beam to avoid saturation o f the
image plate.
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2.3.2 Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction.

Single crystal diffraction usually affords the best opportunity for structure
solution o f crystalline materials, the reasons for which include the ability to collect 2dimensional data as opposed to the 1-dimensional nature o f the powder diffraction
data. Data from a single crystal is usually o f a much higher quality, with less
background noise. Data is also collected for single reflections rather than overlapping
peaks which makes analysis easier.

The main drawback is o f course the requirement o f a suitably sized single
crystal. Growing such a crystal is often difficult if not impossible and so single crystal
studies are not always possible. The advent o f the facility for microcrystalline
diffraction at station 9.8 at the Daresbury SRS^^ means it is now possible routinely to
collect data on crystals as small as 10|o,m^’^’^^. (As described later.)

2.3.2.1 Structure Solution and Refinement

Before crystal structures can be solved and consequently refined the hkl
intensity data which is collected has to be converted into a useable form. The intensity
for each reflection, Ihki is converted to the corresponding structure factor Fhki using
equations 1 and 2 below, which show that the intensity o f any reflection is
proportional to the square o f the structure factor (as with the powder diffraction data).
IhklCCF^hkl

Fhki=
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(1)

In equation 2 fi is the scattering (or form) factor describing the amplitude o f
the scattered wave (the scattering efficiency o f atom j). In the exponent, x,y,z are the
fractional coordinates and hkl the miller indices o f the reflection. The atomic positions
are effectively defined by the electron clouds as the X-rays are scattered primarily by
the electrons.

Once the structure factors Fhki are known for the complete set o f reflections the
electron density at any given x,y,z position can be calculated, as defined by equation
3.

p(x,y,z)= ^ 2

Z

Z

^ hkl ®-27c(hx + ky + Iz)

As F^hki is measured, only [Fhkil is obtained. Information on the phase is required
before the electron density can be calculated. There are two methods for this,
Patterson and Direct methods. In this work Direct methods is used, which relies on
probabilistic relationships between the phases o f the reflections and their intensities.

An initial model o f the structure is then produced, and the structure is then
refined so as to minimise the functions given in equations 4 and 5, which give a
measure o f the difference between the observed, Fo, and the calculated, Fc, structure
factors. Whki is a weighting factor applied to each Fhki. (The basis o f the least squares
refinement.)
a>= 2

Whki (|Fo|-|F.|)'hkl

hkl
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W

=2

(5)

Whki|Fo|'-|F=|')'hkl

hkl

Calculating the R-factors, wR2 and Ri, which give a percentage difference between
the observed and calculated structure factors, assesses the quality o f the model. The
equations defining these values are given below, equations 6 and 7. All o f the
structure solutions and refinements in this work were carried out using the shelx-97
suite o f programs^\

wRl =

hkl ^^obs.hkl

m

-

^ c a lM l

)

(6)

(7)

2.3.2.2 Experimental

Single crystal data were collected at two locations. Where sufficiently large
crystals were available data were collected as the EPSRC National Crystallography
Service at Southampton University. Here crystals were mounted on a goniometer
using an inert oil as the adhesive. The sample was then mounted on the diffractometer
and put into a cryostream. This not only cools the sample to improve data quality but
also freezes the oil ensuring the crystal is fixed to the goniometer. Data collections at
Southampton were performed using an ENRAF Nonius Kappa CCD area detector
fitted with the Nonius FR591 rotating anode X-ray generator. Typically a hemisphere
o f data were collected, while the samples were held at 150K. Data collection and
indexing is performed by the software package DENZO^^ Scaling is performed by the
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software package Scalepack and adsorption corrections applied by the software
Sortav^^’

Structure solution and refinements were performed by the SHELX suite of

programs^\

For data collections where only microcrystal samples were available the
Microcrystalline Diffraction facility on station 9.8 of the Daresbury SRS was used, as
in figure 2.4 below.

(g) -

(a) - Jacking Table

(b) - Sample and Diffractometer

(c) - 4 Axis slits

(d) - Station 9.7 Experiment Table

(e) - Transition tube

(f) - Mirror Box

(g) - Bent triangle monochromator

(h) - 2 Theta arm

Figure 2.4 Schematic of the layout of station 9.8 of the Daresbury SRS.

The data collection process was very similar to Southampton with a single
crystal being selected and mounted on a fine glass fibre, which in turn is mounted on
the goniometer and attached to the diffractometer. In the high temperature studies
Sodium Silicate was used as the adhesive. The station employs a Siemens SMART
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CCD area-detector, with a three-circle fixed-% goniometer, a s ilic o n (lll) crystal
monochromator and a palladium coated focusing mirror. Photographs o f station 9.8
are shown in figure 2.5 below. Due to the tiny sizes o f the samples various sized
collimators are used to reduce the background and excess x-rays as much as possible.
In our experiments we collected both high and low temperature data using a
cryostream for the low temperature (150K) data collection and a newly developed
heating unit for the high temperature studies. The heating unit works in a very similar
manner to the traditional cryostream but blows a stream o f hot air rather than cold air
over the sample.

In a typical data collection and orientation matrix is taken o f the sample which
is analysed to give the orientation o f the crystal with respect to the beam, provide unit
cell dimensions, and also to check the crystal is not twinned, and diffracts enough for
the experiment to be performed.

Data collection and processing is performed by the SMART software provided
with the diffractometer to give a final hkl file. The structure is solved and refined
from this data using the SHELX/SHELXTL suite o f programs^^.
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Figure 2.5

Figure 2.5. Photographs of station 9.8 of the Daresbury SRS. In a) it is possible to
see the whole transition tube, diffractometer and cryostream, while in b) you can see a
close up of the goniometer with the cryostream and microscope used for aligning the
crystal with the CCD detector in the background.
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2.3.3 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Diffraction.

The third type o f diffraction study used in this thesis is Energy Dispersive XRay Diffraction (EDXRD). This technique allows us to collect a whole diffraction
pattern, within a limited d-spacing range, simultaneously and rapidly. The high
intensity o f synchrotron radiation means the x-rays can penetrate the stainless steel
hydrothermal cells and PTFE liners employed in aluminophosphate synthesis without
too great a loss o f intensity. Our experiments employed a specially designed
hydrothermal heating unit and reaction cell developed for use on station 16.4 at the
Daresbury SRS^^’

The different aspects o f EDXRD experiments means they are

ideal for studying the synthesis and growth o f aluminophosphate materials and their
analogues, most o f which are formed under hydrothermal conditions.

In EDXRD peaks are measured as a function o f X-Ray energy (as opposed to
0 as in powder diffraction) using a detector with a fixed scattering angle. Only
radiation with the correct energy (therefore wavelength) will be diffracted:
X = hc/E

(1)

nX = 2d sin 0

(2)

d = he/(2E sin 0)

(3)

where, in equation (1) h is planks constant, c the speed o f light, E the photon energy
and X the wavelength. Substituting into equation 2 (Braggs Equation) you arrive at
equation 3, with d being the spacing between lattice planes and 0 the fixed detector
angle (with respect to the incident beam). EDXRD studies in this thesis were
performed on station 16.4 o f the Daresbury SRS. In our experiments we employed a
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3-element detector, which has 3 solid state detectors, at a fixed angle apart, as shown
in the schematic in figure 2.6^^’

This allows us to collect a much wider d-spacing

range that with the original single element detector which can be, amongst other
things, advantageous when trying to see what is present in a multiphase system^*. The
angle of the detector is chosen so as to cover the most useful areas of the diffraction
pattern as possible.

Figure 2.6

Three E l e m e n t ^ ^ ^
Detector^iff^r
\

Hydrothermal Cell

Teflon Line|
containing |
reactants

Radiation

Diffracted X-Ray

gST
Collm ator

Figure 2.6 Schematic of the EDXRD station. Station 16.4 at the Daresbury SRS
employing

Using the appropriate standards it is possible to calibrate the detector angle
and step size, then using these values, and a conversion program developed at the
Daresbury SRS, DL Convert^^ you can simply convert the Energy Dispersive data
into Intensity vs d-spacing, or intensity vs 2-theta. The latter is particularly useful for
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our studies as it allows direct comparison with powder diffraction data collected in the
DFRL.
2.3.3.1 Experimental

In our studies we collected data on a large range o f samples with vaiying
levels o f heteroatom and template. As a result is was not possible to collect all the
data in a single beam time. Therefore we kept as many variables as possible the same
to make comparisons between different beam times possible.

In each case the reaction gel was made fresh before each experiment, and
placed in the Teflon lined stainless steel reaction cell, which was then placed in the
heating unit on the station. Data collections were started exactly 60 seconds after the
sample was introduced to the heating unit. Appropriate standards were run at the
beginning if each session to ensure the detector angle was kept constant, and the same
d-spacing regions were collected at each visit.

Once data were collected it was converted using the DL Convert program and
then peaks were fitted using the XFIT package. This allowed accurate o f both peak
position and area so comparisons between the final products in each reaction could be
made. Further details are given in chapter 4 o f this thesis.
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2.4 Infra-Red Spectroscopy.

Infra-red (IR) spectroscopy is used to study the transition energies between
vibrational energy levels in molecules and solids. Twisting, bending, stretching and
rotation o f different atoms within a molecule give rise to energy adsorptions at
different energies.

The interesting region o f the

IR spectra for studying

aluminophosphate materials is the mid-IR, 4000 - 400cm '\

In particular we can study the stretching o f the 0-H hydroxyl species at around
3800-3400cm'\ and the organic, C-H stretching region at 3100-2700cm'\ These
regions are particularly interesting as the presence, or absence o f adsorption bands due
to the 0-H species is a good indicator as to the presence o f Bronsted acid sites within
the aluminophosphate and metal substituted aluminophosphate materials^^'

The

organic stretching region is used to monitor the organic template molecules employed
in the synthesis o f the materials. In particular this region was monitored in the high
temperature studies to track the breakdown o f the organic template species during
calcination^^'

2.4.1 Experimental

All IR experiments were performed using a Perkin Elmer 1725X Infra-red
spectrometer, with data processed by the Perkin Elmer software. Two types o f data
collection were used. The first was Diffuse Reflectance Infra Red Spectroscopy
(DRIFT) whereby the infra-red radiation is bounced off a series o f mirrors before
being reflected off the sample. This method was used for the high temperature study
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o f CoAPSO-44, with the sample being heated using a Spectra Tech DRIFT cell. The
sample was heated in air, mimicking the conditions used in the single crystal
diffraction studies o f the material. For DRIFT experiments a small amount o f sample
is finely ground and placed in the holder o f the DRIFT cell.

The second type o f data collection employs a specially made in situ reaction
cell whereby a small amount o f sample is finely ground and pressed into a self
supporting wafer. This is then placed in the sample holder within the in situ cell and
remains in this controlled environment while all experiments are performed. The
infra-red radiation is passed through the disc and the transmission recorded. (As
opposed to the radiation being reflected off the sample using the DRIFT technique)
This method was employed for the study o f the calcination o f Zn and Si substituted
ZnAPSO-44, as described in chapter 5 o f this thesis.

The in situ cell is shown in figure 2.7 This set-up allows to perform
experiments in a closed environment. Firstly the cell is evacuated and background and
room temperature scans taken. The material can then be heated within the cell, as well
as different gasses being introduced as necessary depending on the nature o f the
experiment being performed. Details o f experimental conditions and heating regimes
are given in the relevant chapters.
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Figure 2.7

Thermocouple
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IR

Figure 2.7 In Situ sample cell for FTIR experiments. Samples are heated and scanned
while held in the sealed In Situ cell.

2.5 Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance.

The various X-ray diffraction techniques only yield detailed structural
information when there is long range ordering in the structure. While most
aluminophosphate frameworks often possess long range order, and are therefore
suitable for study by X-ray diffraction techniques, studying the location o f any
substituted heteroatoms is rarely possible. One reason for this is the heteroatoms are
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usually substituted in relatively small amounts, < 1 0 %, and there appears to be no
strict ordering o f the heteroatoms in specific positions in the framework. Therefore
Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), which does not rely on long range
order but is element specific affords a good opportunity to study suitable heteroatom
species.

All NMR experiments were performed by the EPSRC, NMR Service at UCL,
London. To improve the quality o f the spectra, and reduce line width magic angle
spinning (MAS) NMR was performed, with and without proton decoupling. A small
amount of each sample was sent to the service and Si^^,

and Al^^ spectra were

collected in each case. NMR results are discussed in chapter 6 o f the thesis.
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Chapter 3.
I n

S i t u ,

high temperature

structural studies of the Cobalt and
Silicon Substituted Aluminophosphate
CoAPSO-44
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3.0 Summary*

A detailed structural study into the effects of calcination on the cobalt and silicon
substituted aluminophosphate material CoAPSO-44 has been performed. The structure is
classed as ‘small pore’, with an aperture of ca 3.8Â, and has a structure analogous to that
of the naturally occurring mineral Chabazite.

Advances in single crystal diffraction techniques in the form o f the Micro-crystal
diffraction facility at the Daresbury Synchrotron Source have made it possible to collect
high quality single crystal diffraction data on a crystal with dimensions 30x30x30pm. A
newly developed heating unit has facilitated a high temperature, in situ single crystal
diffraction study of the calcination of CoAPSO-44.

The results show template location and ordering in the structure at 150K, ambient
temperature (293K) and even at the relatively high temperature o f 473K. Breakdown of
the organic template molecule with retention o f the microporous framework is clearly
shown. The single crystal results are complemented by in situ diffuse reflectance infra
red spectroscopic (DRIFT) experiments and High resolution powder diffraction studies.
A number of previous studies on similar systems are discussed in relation to our findings.
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3.1 Introduction.

Small pore materials, typically with 8 -membered ring cages, with a pore
opening of ca 3.5-4Â, are known to be effective catalysts for the conversion o f alkanes to
light olefins in particular with chabazitic systems being selective for ethene over higher
olefins/'^ Also the CoAPSO-34 material has recently been effective for the formation of
adipic acid from n-hexane, selectively oxidising the terminal carbon atom of the hexane
molecule.^’^^ The natural mineral chabazite is a small pore Aluminosihcate structure
(formula (K3 .2 Nao.7 5 )(Si8 .2 Al3 .8 0 2 4 ) . 8.4H2O) and there are several aluminophosphate
variants which have been synthesised over the last 10 years/^ The structure is comprised
of double six rings with 3 sets of four rings attached to each six-membered ring, shown in
figure 3.1(a). (6 -membered with respect to the number of T-atoms a conventional
notation used when describing such structures.) Two o f these secondary units join
together to form a cage structure with intersecting

8

-membered ring channels, figure

3.1(b). The cage units then join together to form the 3-dimensional microporous network,
figure 3.1(c). The 8 -ring channels have a pore aperture of approximately 3.8 x 3.8 A
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Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. (a) shows the basic unit of the CHA structure, formed of a double 6-ring with
3 sets of 4 rings attached, (b) and (c) show how these join together to progressively form
the microporous framework.

Structure types -34, -44, and -47 are all directly related, the main differences
being in the chemical composition of the framework and the template species used in
synthesis, and type -18 differs only in the stacking of the double six-membered rings, as
depicted in Figure 3.2 b e l o w . I n this chapter we consider the Cobalt and Silicon
substituted aluminophosphate CoAPSO-44. This material is chosen as it is known to be
stable to calcination, retaining structural integrity of the framework during and after
template removal and therefore suitable for the studies we want to perform.
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Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 A section of the CHA (Chabazite) type framework is given in (a) as found in
structure types -34, -44, and -47. (b) Shows the AEI structure as in type -18. The main
difference is in the stacking of the double 6 rings.

In the majority of cases, open-structure, aluminophosphate molecular sieve
catalysts, and their heteroatom-substituted analogues are prepared using a structuredirecting organic template m o l e c u l e , w h i c h is usually a small amine such as
triethylamine (TEA) or morpholine, or a quartemary ammonium ion such as tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH). The template species is added to the aqueous gel
containing the appropriate sources of Al, P, and any heteroatom species being substituted
into the material prior to hydrothermal treatment, as was discussed in more detail in
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chapter 1. The inorganic, aluminophosphate, framework nucleates around the organic
template species so as to leave empty cages or channels when the template is removed,
usually by calcination in air or 0% In this manner, a large and growing number o f novel
open framework aluminophosphate catalysts, in which desirable active centres (e.g. Co®,
Si®^) are incorporated into tetrahedral sites in the framework at synthesis, have been
prepared.

The process of template removal yields empty cages or channels, with the
framework itself undergoing only minor structural change. But it often happens that the
removal of organic template leads to partial or complete collapse of the framework. In
some cases exposure to water molecules can also destroy the microporous framework.
2 0 ,2 1

latter effect is particularly important if the material is to be used in the methanol

dehydration reaction, where water is one of the by-products. The reasons why some
structures collapse and others not (or only partially) are unclear. In this chapter micro
single crystal diffraction over a range of temperatures is employed to study the stmctural
changes that occur to a cobalt and silicon substituted aluminophosphate (CoAPSO)
material upon calcination.

We consider a Cobalt and Silicon substituted aluminophosphate CoAPSO-44 that
has a structure related to that of the natural mineral chabazite,^^ as described above. In the
framework Co® substitutes Al^^°\ and Si®^^ predominantly substitutes

hence there is

a resultant charge imbalance at each substitution site. In the as-prepared material, the
organic template used in synthesis balances the charge on the framework. In the calcined
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material, after the organic species has been removed, the charge is often balanced by a
loosely bound proton, making the material acidic, as described in chapter 1

Previous studies performed on materials with similar levels of heteroatom
substitution have shown that the cobalt substituted material (CoAlPO) is unstable to
template removal/^'

However the CoAPSO material can be calcined completely

without loss of structural integrity of the microporous framework. (This phenomenon is
studied in more detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis by investigating zinc and silicon
substituted aluminophosphates.)

One of the inherent problems with the detailed structural characterisation of these
materials is they rarely form single crystals large enough for study using conventional
laboratory single crystal diffraction. As a consequence of this, many o f the related
structures have been solved from a combination of powder diffraction data and some
single crystal data, as well as computer simulations in some cases.^^'^^ However with the
advent of micro-single crystal diffraction fecilities such as Station 9.8 at the Daresbury
Synchrotron Radiation source (described in more detail in chapter 2 and the literature^"^) it
is now routinely possible to collect diffraction data from crystals as small as 15 x 15 x
15p.m. In this case we were able to synthesise crystals with dimensions approximately 30

x30x30(un’’^^“ '”

To study the structural changes that occur during the process of calcination, a
newly designed heating device was used. The heater works by blowing a stream of hot air
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over the sample in a similar fashion to the more conventional cryostream. The
temperature range studied here is from 150 to 773K, covering the whole calcination
process. This provides the opportunity for a unique, high temperature, in situ, single
crystal study o f the calcination of CoAPS 0-44.

One of the aims of this work is to assess the degree of modification in the
structure of the framework as the template is removed. Hitherto, such a question could be
answered only by carrying out a structural investigation before and after template
removal, as was done by Koningsveld and co-workers on their work on the location and
disorder of the tetrapropylammonium ions in the zeolite ZSM-5^^"^°, where, in relative
terms, quite massive single crystals (230 x 200 x 150 pm) were available for
conventional (CAD-4) diffractometry. With CoAPSO-44 reported here only minute
crystals (30 x 30 x 30 pm) were available. Nevertheless good quality single crystal data
have been obtained at the various temperatures, and the respective structures at these
temperatures are reported below.

3.2 Synthesis.

Samples of the CoAPSO material were synthesised using cyclohexylamine as the
template species. This template was chosen as it is known to be selective for a number
chabazite type structures over a range of framework compositions.^®’
gel composition for the synthesis was

0.9 AI2O3 : 0.9 P2O5 : 0 . 2 Co(ac) : 0 . 6 Si0 2 : 2 CHA : 50 H2 O
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The initial

The gel was prepared in a slightly different manner than other preparations due to the
starting materials being used. The large amount of cobalt means it is not possible to make
two initial solutions, an aqueous solution containing cobalt acetate and a second solution
containing the A1(0H)3 and phosphoric acid, as described in the synthesis. Therefore the
procedure is altered and the following route taken; A solution is made from the
Co(acetate) and the H2O. The H3PO4 and 8 % is then added to this solution, and after
thorough mixing the AIO(OH) is added. The gel is mixed until homogenous and the
template added at the final stage. The mother gel is then again mixed until homogenous
and introduced to a Teflon lined stainless steel autoclave and heated under autogenous
pressure as 180°C for

8

days. The product is recovered by filtration and the blue cubic

crystals dried at 100°C for 24 hours.

The 85% Phosphoric acid, fumed silica, cyclohexylamine and cobalt acetate were
all from Aldrich, and the Psuedoboehmite (AIO(OH)) was from Condea Chemicals.

Phase purity was checked by powder diffraction recorded with a Siemens D500
diffractometer. The diffraction pattern is shown in figure 3.3, along with the pattern for a
standard chabazite sample. It is clear that the two spectra match very well with no extra
reflections in our sample indicating the only phase present being the chabazite related
CoAPSO-44 material. The peak positions also match those expected as in the Atlas of
Zeolite Structures.

When studied using an optical microscope the sample appears to be

cubic blue crystals, consistent with previous chabazite type samples. Optical pictures of
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the sample are shown in figure 3.4. The crystal size of the sample ranged from
1 0 x 1 0 x 1 0 |Lim

to

4 0 x 4 0 x 4 0 |Lim.

Figure 3.3

S ta n d a r d C h a b a z ite S a m p le

S a m p l e U s e d in H ig h T e m p e r a t u r e S i n g l e
C r y s ta l S t u d i e s
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35

40

2 -T h eta

Figure 3.3 Powder X-Ray Diffraction patterns for a standard chabazite sample (blue) and
our CoAPSO-44 sample. Intensities are arbitrary and the spectra have been offset
vertically for clarity.
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Figure 3.4

Figure 3.4 Optical picture of a crystal form the CoAPSO-44 material.

3.3 In Situ Single Crystal studies of CoAPSO-44

Single crystal data were collected on station 9.8 at the Daresbury SRS which
operates at 2 GeV with a typical current in the range of 150-250mA. Data were collected
using a CCD area detector, with typical data collection times of around 6-8 hours. Details
of the experimental facility have been reported elsewhere.

The crystal was mounted on a single glass fibre, attached to a standard
goniometer, using sodium silicate (water glass) as the adhesive. Initially data were
collected at 15OK, to minimise thermal motion of the template, and then for the in situ
data collection, the cryostream was replaced by a custom-built heating system that
operates by blowing air through the heater and directly over the sample.
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The sample was then heated, in situ, without removing it from the diffractometer
so that, once mounted, the same single crystal was used throughout the study. Data sets
were collected at 150, 293, 473, 673, 773 and after cooling again at 473K. Collecting at
these temperatures ensures that the whole process o f calcination is covered. At each stage
the sample was heated to the specific temperature and held for 30 minutes before being
re-centred to account for any sample movement and expansion of the glass fibre. An
orientation matrix was then collected to confirm that the crystal was still in tact and in
place on the goniometer. All structure solutions and refinements were carried out using
the SHELXTL/SHELX-97 suite of programs.

As noted above, single crystal diffraction data were collected at 150, 293, 473,
673, 773 and, after cooling, again at 473K. Crystallographic details for each refinement
are given in table 3.1 below, definitions of Ri and wRz were given and discussed in
chapter 2 .
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Table 3.1. Crystallographic details for CoAPSO-44. Chemical Formula of structures from refinement were refined to
F ^ = C O o .0 6 A lo .9 4 P I .0 O 4 C 2 N 0 .3 3 H 4 .3 3 , F ^ =

C O o .0 6 A lo .9 4 P l.o 0 4 C 2 N o .3 3 N a o .l, F ^ = C O o .0 6 A lo .9 4 P l .o 0 4 N a o .l 4 , F ^ = C O 0 .0 6 A l0 .9 4 P l.0 O 4 N a 0 .0 9

Temperature (K)

150

273

473

673

773

473*

Formula (See footnote)

F'

F^

F'

F^

F^

F^

fw, g mol'^

156.91

156.91

156.91

154.79

127.04

125.89

Z, calculated density, mg/m'^

18, 1.931

18,1.931

18, 1.927

18,1.890

18, 1.558

18,1.557

A, Â

13.5494(3)

13.5494(4)

13.534(2)

13.6592(13)

13.731(3)

13.6888(7)

C ,Â

15.2795(5)

15.2795(5)

15.3446(18)

15.1479(12)

14.930(3)

14.8893(11)

V,Â^

2429.29(11)

2429.29(11)

2434.0(6)

2447.6(4)

2437.8(8)

2416.2(2)

Symmetry

Hexagonal

Hexagonal

Hexagonal

Hexagonal

Hexagonal

Hexagonal

Space group

R3

R3

R-3

R3

R3

R3

A.,Â

0.68490

0.68490

0.68490

0.68490

0.68490

0.68490

no. of unique reflections

1200

1163

1067

1024

917

3836/1177

no. of variables

85

83

79

71

59

59

Ri For I>2sigma(I)

0.0428

0.0433

0.0813

0.0549

0.0758

0.0438

wR%For I>2sigma(I)

0.1445

0.1348

0.2118

0.1582

0.2311

0.1600

Ri for all data

0.0459

0.0490

0.0901

0.0598

0.0844

0.0537

WR2 for all data

0.1471

0.1384

0.2251

0.1614

0.2369

0.1645
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33.1 Structure refined from data collected at 150K.

It was possible to obtain a good structure for the CoAPSO-44 material at low
temperatures using the data collected while holding the sample at 15OK. The space group
was found to be R 3, with unit cell dimensions a= l3.5494(3), c = l5.2795(5). A previous
study had found the symmetry of the as-prepared material to be P 1 with a lowering of
symmetry seen in the double six rings."^^ Attempts were made to refine our data in this
space group however no satisfectory solutions were found. It is noted that in the original
stmcture solution

ions were included in the reaction, and these were found to reside

between the template molecule and adjacent double six rings. As there were no

ions in

our material it is likely that the increased strain they impart on the framework causes a
slight distortion of the framework, which results in the reduction in symmetry seen in the
earlier work. A second sample was prepared in vfrich

ions were included deliberately

as described in earlier work.'*^ It was not possible to perform single crystal studies on this
material due to the small size of crystals and time restraints on the micro-crystal
diffraction facility, but high resolution powder diffraction data were collected using an
Image plate detector on Station 9.1 of the Daresbury Synchrotron source. These results
are discussed later in this chapter.

With the structure being refined in the R 3 space group there are only 2 T
positions. Discreet positions for the Al and P ions in the framework were immediately
apparent from the different bond distances o f the 2 positions, ca 1.80 and 1.55Â
respectively. As there are only 2 T positions it is not possible to assign separate positions
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to Al and Co ions (or P and Si ions) therefore the Al site was refined with a partial
occupancy of Al and Co (with Al+Co=l). The cobalt content was refined and the final
value came to 6 % Cobalt substitution. Attempts to refine the level of Si incorporated into
the P sites lead to the refinement becoming unstable. Therefore no Silicon was included
in the refinement. Fractional co-ordinates and JJiso for the structure at 150K are given in
table 3.2 and a schematic of the structure is shown in figure 3.5. The R-factor for this
refinement was -4.5%, which is very good for a fi'amework material with template
molecules occluded in the pores, which have a relatively high level of thermal motion.
This is borne out in the higher temperate studies where the R-factor for the 473K data in
particular is considerably higher at -8.0% (described later). Full crystallographic details
for all the structures are given in table 3.1.
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Table 3.2 Factional x, y, z coordinates and U(iso) for as-prepared CoAPSO-44 (data
recorded at 150K).

Atom

X

y

z

U(iso)

Occupancy

A l(l)

0.0973(1)

0.6621(1)

0.0695(1)

0.013(1)

0.96

Co(l)

0.0973(1)

0.6621(1)

0.0695(1)

0.013(1)

0.04

P (l)

0.3283(1)

0.8979(1)

0.0630(1)

0.015(1)

1

0

(1 )

0.2160(2)

0.7896(2)

0.0436(1)

0.031(1)

1

0

(2 )

0.1259(2)

0.5528(2)

0.0520(1)

0.031(1)

1

0(3)

-0 .0 1 0 2 (2 )

0. 6496(2)

0.0019(1)

0.031(1)

1

0(4)

0.0539(2)

0.6607(2)

0.1773(1)

0.029(1)

1

0(5)

0.3333

0.6667

0.1667

0.020(4)

0.667

C (l)

-0.2668(4)

0.4573(4)

0.1906(5)

0.089(2)

0.667

C (l’)

-0.2668(4)

0.4573(4)

0.1906(5)

0.089(2)

0.333

N (l)

-0.2056(9)

0.5828(9)

0.1755(11)

0.092(5)

0.333

C(2)

-0.2106(5)

0.3907(5)

0.1837(6)

0.0107(2)

1
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Figure 3.5

Figure 3.5 Schematic views of the CoAPSO-44 structure refined from data collected at
150K. 2 views of 2 cage units are shown for clarity, and to show clearly the template
location and orientation. Note the 3-fold disorder of the template species allowing us to
see the three possible locations of the N-H2 groups.
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It was found that the template molecules were restricted by the framework and
they were well ordered^\ indeed it is possible to solve and refine the position and
orientation of the molecules (see figure 3.4). Hydrogen atoms o f the template are given
idealised positions using the HFIX/AFIX commands within Shelxl,"*^ and refined using
isotropic temperature factors. All the other atoms, as is the case in all

6

refinements, were

refined with anisotropic temperature &ctors with no constraints, except in the 473K
structure where restraints on the thermal parameters o f the template molecule were
necessary.

The final structure derived from the data collected at 15OK shows clearly the
presence of highly ordered template, with two cyclohexylamine molecules occupying
each cage as shown in figure 3.5. Each molecule of the template has three-fold rotational
disorder through the centre of the cage with each of the three amine positions having V3
occupancy. It is interesting to note that the bulky amine groups are always projected
towards the 8 -ring channel, which intersects the cages that may imply that there are some
inter-cage template-template interactions. Figure 3.6 shows 2 cage units of the structure
in which a simple surface has been added to the template species based around the VanDer-Waals radius of the atoms. It is very unlikely that that amine groups on the template
species in 2 adjacent cages would orient themselves in the same 8 -ring window. The N-N
distance between the 2 amine groups would be very low, ca 1.9Â, nearer to an actual
bond distance rather than the separation of 2 adjacent groups.
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Figure 3.6

f
V

Figure 3.6 2 Cage units of the as-prepared CoAPSO-44 structure with simple Van-derWaals surfaces added to indicate the close potential close proximity of inter-cage
template molecules.
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3.3.2 Structures from data collected at 293 and 473K.

Similar results were found in the data collected at 293 and 473K, (figure 4(b-c)),
with template still ordered even at these elevated temperatures. Fractional co-ordinates
for these structures are given in the Appendix. Thermal motion of all atoms increased in
the 2 samples, especially for the template molecules, as one would expect. Indeed for the
template molecule in the 473K structure, it was not possible to refine the thermal
parameters of the C and N atoms without restraints due to the refinement becoming
increasingly unstable. The R-factors for the 293K and 473K structures are 4.3% and 8.0%
respectively. The 4.3% for the room temperature data is again very good, as in the 150K
structure, and the higher value for the 473K data is mainly due to the higher temperature
factors, particularly on the template molecule (which needed restraining to keep the
refinement sensible.) Structures are shown in figure 3.7

3 3 .3 Structure from data collected at 673K

At 673K the framework is still intact, and could be refined anisotropically as in
the refinements of the lower temperature data. The template has lost much of its
structural integrity, but ‘fragments’ of organic species are still visible inside the cage as
shown again in fig 3.7 (673K). A possible reason for the appearance o f fragments of
organic molecules is that the thermal motion had become so great it was no longer
possible to distinguish individual atoms. However, one of the most important features
indicating the decomposition of the template molecule is that some of the derived C-N
and C-C distances are much higher (ca 1.75Â) than those seen at lower temperatures (ca
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1.55Â). The R-factor for this structure is 5.5%, lower than in the previous structure, but
in this case it was not necessary to restrain any parameters as it was for the 473K
structure.

3.3.4 Structures from data collected at 773K and 473K (after cooling).

The final two structures, solved using the data collected at 773K and after cooling
to 473K (post-calcination) showed no trace o f organic species, indicating the complete
removal of the template. The framework is effectively unchanged, and the cages now
empty, (figure 3.7, 773K). Analysis o f bond distances and angles shows that there are
only minor changes in cage size upon calcination. Crystallographic details are given in
Table 3.1 and the fractional coordinates and U(eq) o f as-prepared CoAPSO-44 are given
in Table 3.2, and for the calcined sample in Table 3.3. The R-fectors for these materials
are low, as with the other temperatures, with the 773K data refining to Ri=7.3% higher
than that for the low temperatures but reasonable for data being collected at such a
temperature with the resultant high thermal motion o f the atoms. The final structure of
the fully calcined material refined to 4.3%, with no restraints required on any atoms. The
calcined structure is only cooled to 473K before a final data collection to prevent any
water migrating back into the pores.

As there is only a single T position in the framework due to the Al/Co species it is
not possible to use this data to try and distinguish any preferential sites within the
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framework for Co over Al, as has been seen in some other microporous
aluminophosphate s t r u c t u r e s I f there were more crystallographically distinct sites,
and there was any ordering we would expect to see some differences in the Al/Co T sites,
predominantly in the bond distances and possibly different effects on the thermal
parameters o f each site during and after calcination.

Fractional co-ordinates for the structures refined from data collected at 293, 473,
673 and 773K are given in the appendix.
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Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.7 Schematic of the CoAPSO-44 structure derived from the in situ single crystal
refinements.
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In the two fully calcined materials we find there is an extra species in the
structure. This is refined as sodium as it is believed that at the highest temperature the
sodium silicate starts to soften and some of the sodium ions migrate into the now empty
channels.

Table 3.3 Fractional Coordinates, U(eq) and occupancy of the fiamework atoms in
calcined CoAPSO-44. (Recorded at 473K to prevent any water molecules entering the
pores.)

Atom

X

y

z

U(eq)

Occupancy

P (l)

0.7708(1)

-0.0039(1)

0.1073(1)

0.021(1)

1

A l(l)

0.7734(1)

-0.2305(1)

0.1016(1)

0.022(1)

0.94

Co(l)

0.7734(1)

-0.2305(1)

0.1016(1)

0.022(1)

0.06

0(1)

0.7605(2)

-0.1169(2)

0.1323(2)

0.041(1)

1

0(2)

0.6921(2)

0.0154(2)

0.1681(2)

0.040(1)

1

0(3)

0.8931(2)

0.0890(2)

0.1216(2)

0.046(1)

1

0(4)

0.7357(3)

-0.0044(2)

0.0097(2)

0.045(1)

1
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3.4 Diffuse Reflectance Infra-Red Spectroscopy (DRIFT)

To complement the results obtained from the single crystal study diffuse
reflectance infra-red spectroscopy (DRIFT) data were collected on CoAPSO-44 over the
same temperature regime as the single crystal data. By monitoring the 2 regions vdiere
peaks due to C-H stretching, arising from the organic template molecules, and the 0-H
stretching of Bronsted acid sites occur, it is possible to follow the break down in template
and formation of Bronsted acid sites simultaneously.

Data were collected using a Perkin Elmer 1725X FTIR spectrometer and a
standard Spectra Tech DRIFT cell. Approximately lOOmgs of finely ground sample was
placed in the cell and then heated in air, with data collected over the same temperature
regime as the single crystal experiments.

Spectra are presented in figure 3.8. For clarity only two regions are shown, that of
the 0-H stretching region, 3750-3450cm'\ (in Fig. 3.8a) and C-H stretching o f the
template molecule, 3100-2700 cm'^ (in Fig. 3.8b). It is clear that at 673K there is a
considerable decrease in the intensity of the band corresponding to the C-H stretch of the
template. Some residual intensity remains as would be expected from the fragments of
the organic species seen in the single crystal data. In the region of 0-H stretching
frequency, a new band at 361 Ocm'^ appears at 673K, which is due to the bridging
hydroxyl species"^^ (Bronsted acid site) that provide charge compensation after the
breakdown of the template molecule. The IR data recorded at 773K clearly showed the
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absence of any organic species and the presence of only the Bronsted acid sites thus
indicating complete template removal, complementing the structure solutions derived
from single crystal studies.(Fig. 3.8)
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Figure 3.8

(a)

Al-O-H stretching region.
(Bronsted Acidity)

293K
373 K

(b)

— 473K

C-H stretching region
(organic template)

— 673K
— 773K
473K (after cooliua)

3800

3700

3600

3400
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3000
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2800

2700

WaA c in u iib c r (c u i-1 )

Figure 3.8 DRIFT Spectra for the CoAPSO-44 sample recorded over the temperature
range 293-550K similar to that of the single crystal experiment. Two regions are shown
for clarity, 2700-3100cm'^ showing the loss of intensity of the C-H stretching peak as the
template species breaks down, and 3400-3 800cm'^ showing the appearance of a peak due
to the Al-O-H stretch indicating formation of Bronsted acid centres.
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3.5 Discussion

The cyclohexylamine template molecules in CoAPSO-44 are highly ordered and
could easily be located and refined, not only at 150K but also at 293 and even at 473K.
Because of this ordering it was been able to chart accurately and in situ, the structural
details that characterise the activated, structure of CoAPSO-44 under operating
conditions. For the data collected at 673K, the observed increase in some of the C-C and
C-N bond distances (ca 1.7A) suggest that the template molecule started decomposing to
smaller fragments, which is a more likely explanation than the occurrence o f large
thermal motions of the organic molecule due to the data collection at elevated
temperature, for two main reasons: First, our IR data shows the formation o f bridging
hydroxyl species associated with Bronsted acidity at 673K, which is clearly the result of
the absence of charge compensating organic template molecules, which are replaced by
protons; such proton transfer has been noted previously in both aluminosilicate and
CoAlPO m a t e r ia ls .S e c o n d ly , several reported TGA experiments on microporous
aluminophosphates have shown that the template is lost in the temperature range 300 to
400°C.^’

Our study revealed that there is little effect on the framework throughout the

process and that Bronsted acid sites form immediately as the template begins to
decompose. The integrity of the cage structure has also been shown, a factor that is
crucial when designing a shape selective catalyst with only very minor differences in
bond distances and angles being seen.
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All our data refined well in the R 3 space group, with no evidence o f a lowering
of the symmetry seen by Bennett and Markus/^ In their study the space group was found
to be P 1 for the as-prepared material, changing to R 3 upon calcination. As was noted
earlier we had no potassium ions in our structure and this is believed to be the cause of
the lowering of symmetry seen in the previous study. We did however perform an in situ
study using the high resolution powder diffraction fecility at the Daresbury synchrotron
radiation source to study the calcination o f CoAPSO-44 containing
diffraction patterns for each temperature are given below in figure 3.9.
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ions. The

Figure 3.9
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Figure 3.9 High Resolution Powder Diffraction Patterns of CoAPSO-44 containing K+
ions. Data recorded in situ using image plate technology at the temperatures indicated in
the key.

Peak positions were refined and from comparisons of where one would expect
peaks for the structure in each space group we found no evidence for extra reflections
which would indicate a lowering of the symmetry from R 3 to P 1 in either the asprepared of calcined materials. The change in intensity of certain peaks across the range
of temperatures is due to the loss of the template species.
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3.6 Conclusions

The present study provides a new, in situ, approach to the fundamental
investigations of catalytically important microporous materials that are formed, in many
cases, with crystal sizes smaller than 30|im. Our study clearly shows some o f the major
advantages that synchrotron based microcrystalline diffraction can offer to structural
chemistry, and in particular to in situ studies o f solid state materials which require a very
high level of structural detail.
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Chapter 4.
Energy Dispersive Diffraction
Studies on the effect of gel pH in the
Synthesis of Heteroatom substituted
Aluminophosphates.
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4.0 Summary

When triethylamine, tetraethylammonium hydroxide and a few similar template
species are used in the formation of cobalt substituted aluminophosphates, there is often a
problem of competitive formation of 2 phases; the channel structure AFI and cage
structure CHA (related to the mineral chabazite)^'^. It has also been shown that under
certain conditions, a third phase, AEI with another cage structure can form^’

Many

factors are known to affect greatly the synthesis of such materials including the choice of
organic template molecule, reaction temperature, gel composition and synthesis time*'^"^.

The level of both the template and heteroatom concentrations in the initial
reaction gel are known to affect the relative amounts of AFI and CHA structures formed.
High levels of either template or heteroatom generally favour the formation of the cage
(CHA) structure over the channel (AFI) structure^’

A recent report into the formation

of large single crystals of AFI showed that reducing the pH o f the gel could allow higher
levels of heteroatom incorporation into the framework while still favouring the channel,
AFI structure

This effect could be particularly useful if we wanted to synthesize AFI

with a high heteroatom concentration, and more potential catalytic sites, without the usual
problems of competitive formation of the CHA phase.

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Diffraction (EDXRD) performed at Station 16.4 of the
Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation Source has been employed to study, in situ, the effect
of gel pH on the relative amounts of AFI and CHA formation for a range of heteroatom
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species, and different template molecules. The results indicate that almost invariably
across all samples a reduction in the pH did favour the formation of AFI over CHA
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4.1 Introduction

Synthesis of aluminophosphates and their heteroatom substituted analogues is
almost always achieved by the hydrothermal reaction of an aqueous gel, containing the
appropriate sources of Al, P, organic template species and any heteroatom species to be
substituted. Reaction temperatures range from between 120 and 200°C and reactions
times can be anything from 30 minutes to 2 months^'

Each of these variables, gel composition, choice o f organic template, reaction
time, reaction temperature, and the choice of substituted heteroatom can all be varied
independently and as a result there are a huge number of possible reactions which can be
performed. Such a range of reactions is necessary to form the many different
aluminophosphate structures.

As was discussed in detail in chapter 1 changing some variables can have a major
effect on which framework is formed, with relatively minor changes in gel composition
leading to a completely different phase being produced. In other cases some frameworks
will form under a wide range of differing conditions and from a range o f gel
compositions. The AFI structure is a good example of this as it can be formed with many
templates including triethylamine (TEA), tetraehtylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH),
tripropylamine (TPA) and hexamethylineimine to name a few. Many different
heteroatoms have also been incorporated with the cobalt, iron, manganese, magnesium
and silicon substituted analogues all being known. Synthesis times can be as short as 30
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minutes or as long as 4 days, at reaction temperatures ranging from 150°C to 200°C.
Alternatively, the synthesis of the large pore structure VPI-5 once the synthesis gel is
made it is aged prior to heating. An ageing time of 5 hours leads to the production of
VPI-5; however leaving the gel to age for 10 hours leads to a second phase, ALPO-11
being produced from the same reaction mixture^^.

Similarly, some frameworks will form under a range o f conditions, whereas
others need very precise conditions to form. As a result of the many variables involved in
the synthesis of aluminophosphates production of pure phases can be difficult and it is
not uncommon for 2 or more phases to from competitively from a single gel mixture.

An example o f the difficulties discussed above is the case of the large pore,
channel structure AFI (structure type -5 ) and the small pore cage structure CHA (types 34, -44, —47 and -18). The pure aluminophosphate form o f the AFI structure, also
commonly known as AlPO-5, can be formed with a number o f template molecules,
including triethylamine (TEA) tripropylamine (TPA) and hexamethyleneimine to note a
few. Low levels of heteroatom can also be incorporated, with the Cobalt, Manganese,
Zinc and Chromium forms known, along with many others. However, it is often found
that if the heteroatom levels are increased above a certain level, which may be desirable
to increase the number of catalytically active centres in the material, pure AFI is no
longer produced but there is in fact competitive formation o f AFI and CHA related
structures.

Ill

A relatively new 3-element d etector^ (em p loyed in this work) has also shown
that it a third phase can also form, AEI (type -18) that is related closely to CHA^

The

3-Element detector is discussed in more detail in chapter 2. Typically, it is found that if
heteroatom levels are increased above ca 4 wt. %, the cage structure starts to form.
Increasing the level of template in the reaction can have a similar effect with CHA
forming as the predominant species if the level of template is increased above 1.2 molar
equivalents in the initial gel.

Pure CHA can often be formed by increasing the level o f heteroatom and template
to a sufficient level. In the case of the CoAIPO formed with triethylamine (TEA) as the
template with Co/P = 0.4 and 0.8 molar equivalents of TEA in the starting gel pure AFI is
formed whereas for a Co/P ratio of 0.08, and template level o f 1.5 molar equivalents pure
CHA is formed. Experimental conditions are given in table 4.1 and the powder X-Ray
diffraction patterns are given in figure 4.1 below.

Table 4.1 Gel compositions and reaction conditions required to produce pure phase AFI
or CHA CoAIPO structures.
Gel composition

Reaction Conditions

Product

0.96A1(OH)3 0.04Co(acetate) I.OH3PO4 40Hz0 0.8 TEA

I80°C - 8 Hours

AFI

0.8A1(OH)3 0.2Co(acetate) I.OH3 PO4 40Hz0 1.5 TEA

180° -1 6 Hours

CHA
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Figure 4.1

AFI
CHA

2-Theta (Degrees)

Figure 4.1 Diffraction patterns of the two samples produced using the reaction conditions
described in table 4.1.

One proposed reason for this phenomenon is based on the need for charge
compensation of substituted heteroatoms in the framework. As the amount of heteroatom
increases so does the amount of template required to balance the charge. Computational
studies^^ have indicated that it is sufficient to have only one template molecule for each
unit cell of the structure, whereas two molecules appear to be necessary to form a CHA
type material. Therefore in steric terms where higher levels of template are required for
charge compensation (e.g. with high levels of Me^^) the CHA structure, with two
template molecules for every unit cell, would be favoured, which would indeed
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correspond well with the observation that higher heteroatom levels the CHA structure is
favoured.

While attempting to grow large single crystals of AFI, for study by single crystal
diffractometry Ahn and co-workers

found that by lowering the pH of the initial reaction

gel, it was possible to substitute high levels o f Cobalt into the AFI framework without
causing competitive formation of CHA or other phases.

After initial experiments in the laboratory we performed a more comprehensive
study of a range of Cobalt and Iron substituted aluminophosphates to investigate the
effect of pH on the reaction, in particular with respect to which phases form during the
course of the reaction. To this end we selectively prepared a series of CoAIPO and
FeAlPO gels where we initially varied the template concentration, and then for each
template concentration varied the heteroatom level between 0 and Me/P=0.1. Finally
three instances o f each gel were made and the pH adjusted using acetic acid so as to study
the effect of pH on each gel and identify any trends across the range of compositions.

Due to (the obvious) large number of gels involved in this study, and time
constraints on the EDXRD facility it was not possible to study every gel in the series, but
a suitable selection was made so that trends across the series could be seen. As much of
the range was covered as possible in the time available. Table 4.2 shows a summary of
the gels for which data were collected.
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Table 4.2 Summary o f gel com positions studied.

Iron Concentration (Fe/P) Cobalt Concentration (Co/P)

TEAOH
Cone

1.5

1.2

0.8

pH

0.1

0.07

0.04

0.0

0.1

0.07

0.04

0.0

Norm
(un-adjusted)
5.5
4.5
Norm
5.5
4.5
Norm
5.5
4.5

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Sample Preparation

Each gel was prepared in the conventional manner from the appropriate starting
materials, (as described elsewhere in the thesis and in the literature^’

which

were A1(0 H)3 , H3 PO4 and 40% tetraethylammonium hydroxide solution for the Al, P and
template sources respectively. Cobalt and Iron were added as acetates with a solution of
the acetate being made using some of the water from the reaction prior to adding to the
gel mixture. Each gel was freshly made before each data collection to avoid any possible
effects due to ageing. The pH was adjusted using acetic acid as it has been used
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previously in the laboratory and is not known to cause any problems in the reaction.
Wherever possible, data were collected at three different pH levels; un-adjusted in the gel
(which was between -7.5 and 6 depending on the gel constituents) pH 5.5, the level used
in the earlier study of the production of CoAlPO-5 and finally at pH 4.5. Total water
content for all gels was kept constant at 30 molar equivalents. A summary o f the un
adjusted gel compositions studied is given below in equation (1) where x was varied from
0 to 0.1, and y was varied from 0.8 to 1.5, Me in this case was Fe and Co;

1-x A1(0H)3 : I.OH3PO4 : x Me(acetate) : y TEAOH : 30 H2O

( 1)

It was not possible to collect all of the data on a single beam time. The same
equipment was therefore used on every experiment at the Daresbury SRS, and wherever
possible the station was set up in the same manner to reduce inconsistencies and to make
it possible to make direct comparisons between beam times. Similarly, to reduce the
number of changing variables all the gels were reacted under the same conditions. Gels
were placed in a specially designed hydrothermal cell, with a constant fill level o f 30%
for all samples, and reacted at the same temperature of 170°C with data collected at 60
second intervals for the duration of the experiment.
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4.2.2 Data Collection

Data were recorded on station 16.4 of the Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation
Source using a specially designed hydrothermal c e lf \ Data were collected using the
three-element detector^’
used in previous studies^’

developed to replace the original single element detector
which allowed us to study a large angular range

simultaneously. The detectors are a fixed distance apart {ca 2.8°), and, as a result, we
were able to study which phases were forming in each reaction both from their intense
low angle peaks (at a d-spacing of 11.899 for AFI and 9.407 for CHA) which appear on
the bottom detector, and also using the peaks which appear on the middle detector for
more detailed phase identification. Details of this station, and the detector are given in
chapter 2 of this thesis and elsewhere in the literature^’

For each sample, data collection was started exactly 60 seconds after the
hydrothermal cell was placed in the heating block and scans were recorded every 60
seconds, typically for 45-100 minutes depending on the gel mixture and whether the
reactions had appeared to reach completion. In some cases data were collected for longer
A schematic of the reaction cell and 3-element detector and a typical spectra taken from
each detector is given in figure 4.2 below.
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Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of the 3-element detector set up on station 16.4 of the Daresbury
SRS along with a typical spectra taken from each detector.

4.2.3 Data Analysis

The raw data from station 16.4 is first converted into a format suitable for analysis
using software packages obtained from CCP14^, at Daresbury, in particular using DLConvert. Typically data were converted into intensity versus d-spacing or 20 (with
respect to Cu Ka radiation) allowing direct comparison with conventional powder
diffraction data collected at the Davy Faraday Research Labs (DFRL). As phase
identification was the main aim of this work analysis were performed on the most intense
peak for each sample, which appears on the bottom of the 3 detectors. The area under
these peaks were fitted using another program from CCP14, XFIT. The peak areas were
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0.6

then monitored to compare induction periods, and reaction times across the samples, and
in cases where there was mixed phase formation the areas were used as an estimate of the
relative amounts of each structure formed. Peak areas are then plotted to produce a
growth curve of the material. A typical plot is shown in figure 4.3 below. As was seen in
all cases there is an initial induction period before any peaks are seen which is followed
by a period of rapid growth before the plot levels off indicating the reaction is nearing
completion.

Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3 Typical growth curve seen in our EDXRD experiments with an initial
induction period followed by a period of rapid growth.

It was noted above that in some cases AEI is known to form as a third competing
phase. Where it is unclear whether this is the case data from the middle detector has been
used to aid phase identification^’^’
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4.3 Results

Initially the case of the pure aluminophosphate is discussed (section 4.3.1). As
table 4.1 indicates, a more complete set of data were collected for the iron substituted
aluminophosphates which are discussed in section 4.3.2. Finally in section 4.3.3 the
Cobalt samples are discussed later with comparisons made between the both FeAlPO and
pure AlPO systems. A 3-D plot of the typical spectra taken from the bottom detector is
shown in figure 4.4 The spectra in the figure show a sample where there is competitive
formation of both CHA and AFI structures. To show the differences in the bottom
detector data, figure 4.5 contains the spectra for standard CHA, AEI and AFI materials
(prepared in the laboratory), along with a range of cobalt substituted reaction gels which
demonstrates the changes in spectra as you move from a gel which produces pure AFI
(Co/P 0.02) to one which produces pure CHA (Co/P 0.08).
Figure 4.4
CHA

20

40

60

80 100 120 140 160
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Figure 4.4 Typical spectra from the bottom detector. This sample showing competitive
formation of CHA and AFI in the same reaction.
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Figure 4.5

AFI
0.08 Co
0.06 Co
0.04 Co
0.02 Co
0.0 Co
CHA Standard
AEI Standard
AFI Standard

Figure 4.5 Typical raw spectra from the bottom detector o f the 3-element detector array.
Standard samples o f AEI, CHA and AFI are shown along with a series of cobalt
aluminophosphates to show the transition from a gel which produces pure AFI to one
which produces pure CHA

As can be seen in figure 4.5 there is a clear difference in the position o f the peaks
due to the AFI and CHA phases. The difference in d-spacing is o f the first, most intense
peak is approximately 2.5 angstroms (9.407for CHA and 11.899 for AFI), which in the
case of the 3-element detector equates to approximately 400 channel numbers. This
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makes it relatively easy to evaluate whether it is AFI or CHA related phase(s) forming in
the reaction. Also studying the change with time in the area under the peak allows us to
plot a growth curve for the structures forming. The growth curves are also used to
monitor induction times, and as an indication as to whether the reactions are finished.

43.1 Pure Aluminophosphate Reactions.

Initially we consider the pure aluminophosphate structures, A summary o f which
structures are formed in the pure aluminophosphate experiments is given in table 4.3, and
the results are discussed in detail below.

Table 4.3 Summary o f pure aluminophosphate structures formed at three molar ratios of
TEAOH template, and at three different pH values. Approximate percentages o f each
structure type formed are given in parenthesis in the cases where a mixture o f both
materials are produced.
Template Concentration/ pH

0.8

1.2

1.5

Un-adjusted

AFI

CHA + AFI

AFI (19%) + CHA (81%)

5.5

AFI

AFI

AFI (92%) + CHA (8%)

4.5

AFI

AFI

AFI (99+%)

For the pure aluminophosphate, with TEAOH as the template, we found that for a
template level o f 0.8 pure phase AFI was formed at all pH levels, which is much as
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expected for this level of template as the initial gel with un-adjusted pH is often used to
produce pure AFI.

When the template level was increased from 0.8 to 1.2 molar equivalents in the
initial gel there was mixed phase AFI and CHA formation, only very small amounts of
CHA formed and it was not possible to get accurate enough readings to determine a
percentage of CHA in the final sample. By reducing the pH to 5.5, and then further to 4.5,
the reaction produced pure AFI.

At the highest template concentration o f 1.5 molar equivalents, a clear trend was
visible. The gel where the pH was left un-adjusted (pH -6 .5 -7 ) produced a mixed phase
in which CHA was the dominant phase accounting for approximately 81% of the
materials present in the final reaction mixture. Adjusting the pH to 5.5 effectively
reversed theses figures, and although still producing a mixed phase o f both materials AFI
now accounted for 92% of the peak intensity. In the gel with the pH reduced to 4.5 the
only detectable phase is AFI. There was a very small hump in the spectra that appeared
after ca 20 minutes of data collection, which appeared to be in the position o f the CHA
peak, however it was so small it was not possible to fit and it did not grow as the
experiment proceeded, in fact by the end o f the experiment the peak was no longer
detectable. Reaction times were all similar, with the first signs of phases forming after
approximately 15 minutes followed by a period of rapid growth for a further 10-15
minutes.
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From these results it would appear that reducing the pH of the pure
aluminophosphate reaction gel increased the tendency for the gels to form the AFI
structure over CHA. As this result relates to the pure aluminophosphate material, and not
one of the heteroatom substituted analogues, it could be inferred that the effect is not
dependant on the presence of heteroatoms substituted into the framework.

4.3.2 Iron Substituted Aluminophosphates.

As could be seen in table 4.2 it was almost possible to collect data on the
complete series of FeAlPO materials. Details of which structures formed are summarized
in table 4.4 below. The same basic gel composition was used in all cases to reduce the
number of changing variables, based on the following composition:

1-x A1(0H)3 : 1.0 H3PO4 : x Fe(acetate) : y TEAOH : 30 H2O

As previously noted three levels of template concentration were studied, with y = 0.8,1.2
and 1.5 and 3 levels of Iron substitution, x = 0.04, 0.07, 0.1. These values were chosen as
at the 2 extremes, with Fe and template concentrations o f 0.04 and 0.8 respectively, pure
AFI is produced and at the higher levels (0.1 Fe, 1.5 TEAOH) pure CHA structures are
formed under normal laboratory conditions. Results from each level o f template
concentration are discussed below.
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Table 4.4 Summary o f FeAlPO structures formed at varying template and Fe molar
compositions, and with three different pH values. Approximate amounts of each structure
formed are given in parenthesis.

Template /F e
pH

0.8 TEAOH

1.2 TEAOH

1.5 TEAOH

Un-adjusted

AFI

CHA

No Growth

5.5

AFI

AFI

AFI + CHA

4.5

AFI

AFI

AFI

Concentration

0.04 Fe/P

0.07 Fe/P

0.10 Fe/P

Un-adjusted

CHA

5.5

AFI

4.5

AFI

Un-adjusted

AFI

CHA*

CHA*

5.5

AFI

AFI

CHA + AFI

4.5

AFI

AFI

AFI

* Indicates a very small amount of overall growth.

When the template level is 0.8 molar equivalents, pure phase AFI is produced in
all cases studied. Due to time constraints in this case only iron concentrations o f 0.04 and
0.1 Fe/P were studied. As pure AFI is produced at the highest level of Fe concentration,
for all pH levels, we assume that a 0.07 Fe/P ratio would also produce AFI.

With the template level increased to 1.2 molar equivalents there is some evidence
for competitive formation of CHA and AFI. In the case marked with a

in table 4.3, for

0.01 Fe/P there is some evidence for CHA However, the peak remains very small and
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no peaks are discernible on the higher angle data. (Taken from data recorded by the
middle detector of the 3-element detector employed here.)

For the gels which contained 1.2 molar equivalents of TEAOH pure CHA is
produced at Fe/P ratios of 0.04 and 0.08 with no sign o f any AFI in the spectra when the
pH of the initial gel is not adjusted. However at all 3 levels o f iron substitution by
reducing the pH to 5.5 using acetic acid, the reactions changed completely and pure AFI
was produced with no sign of CHA in any o f the spectra. Similarly, decreasing the pH
level further again to 4.5 lead to pure AFI production at all Fe levels.

Finally at the highest level of TEAOH, 1.5 molar equivalents, it was again only
possible to study Fe/P ratios of 0.04 and 0.1. Starting with the former, with the pH un
adjusted we found no growth at all in our gel. This may be because o f the duration o f the
experiment, or simply that this gel composition does not produce either structure.
Typically we found formation of the product began between 12 and 45 minutes after the
hydrothermal cell was introduced to the heating block. In the case of the high template,
high Fe gel the reaction was stopped after approximately 2 hours due to no signs of
growth with no peaks appearing on any o f the three elements of the detector. Many
synthesis take longer than the 2 hours of this experiment but it was not suitable to
continue this study using EDXRD.

At the Fe/P ratio of 0.1, and template level of 1.5 molar equivalents (un-adjusted
pH) there is evidence for CHA formation but as with the same gel with 1.2 molar
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equivalents of TEAOH there is little growth of the peak, and no peak formation apparent
on the middle detector data. Rather than a peak, there is a small bump in the region you
would expect the CHA peak to appear. It was not possible separate the peak from the
background noise to be able to calculate the peak area. At this level of template reducing
the pH to 5.5 produced a mixed phase of AFI and CHA.

In the reaction mixture with a Fe/P ratio of 0.04 the product was mainly ( > 90%)
AFI whereas in the 0.1 Fe gel the product was approximately 50% AFI and 50% CHA
Pure AFI was produced in both gels once the pH had been reduced to 4.5, with no sign of
CHA in any of the final spectra for the 0.04 Fe or 0.1 Fe reaction mixtures.

It is clear from these results that reducing the pH o f the initial reaction gel did
indeed favour the formation of AFI structures over CHA. At the highest levels of
template concentration it was necessary to lower the pH to 4.5 before pure AFI was
produced, where as at lower template levels, in particular 1.2 molar equivalents of
TEAOH a pH of 5.5 was sufficient to produce pure AFI. Although we saw no formation
of any crystalline structures in the gels with high template and high Fe levels this could
be due to the timeframe of the experiment. As noted before some reactions take
considerably longer depending on the gel composition so further reaction of the high
template, high Fe gels may produce a microporous material but the time was not
available to run the EDXRD experiments any longer. Some further experiments were
performed in the laboratory but no signs of growth o f any materials were found even with
synthesis times in excess of two weeks.
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4 3 .3 Cobalt Substituted Aluminophosphates

To accompany the study of the Iron aluminophosphates a similar set of
experiments were performed on a range of cobalt substituted aluminophosphate gels. In
this case again time constraints restricted us from performing a complete set of reactions
however full datasets were collected at Co/P ratios of 0.04 and 0.1. The results are
summarized in table 4.5 and discussed below.

The cobalt substituted analogue of the

AFI structure is known to be very selective in the oxidation o f hydrocarbons. For optimal
reaction conditions it is desirable to increase the amount o f heteroatom substitution, and
hence potential reactive centres in the material, however as has been noted this often
causes problems with the competitive formation o f the CHA structure.
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Table 4.5 Summary of CoAlPO structures formed at varying template and Co levels, and
with 3 different pH levels. Where distinguishable approximate amounts of each structure
formed are given in parenthesis.

Template / Co Level

0.04 Co/P

0.07 Co/P

1.0 Co/P

pH

0.8 TEAOH

1.2 TEAOH

1.5 TEAOH

Un-adjusted

(70%) CHA + AFI

CHA

CHA*

5.5

-

(>95%)CHA + A F I*

CHA

4.5

(88%)AFI + CHA

(74%) AFI + CHA

(60%) CHA + AFI

Un-adjusted

-

CHA

-

5.5

-

-

-

4.5

-

-

-

Un-adjusted

(>90%) CHA + AFI

CHA

CHA

5.5

(72%) CHA + AFI

(70%) CHA + AFI

CHA

4.5

(80%)AFI + CHA

(50%) AFI + CHA

(60%) CHA + AFI

* Indicates a very small amount of overall growth.

One of the first things to notice with the CoAIPO materials is that there are a lot
more cases where the CHA structure is formed. These results were someWiat surprising
as we expected that AFI would be the major phase produced at all levels of Co
substitution for gels where the template level was 0.8 molar equivalents, as was the case
with the FeAJPO’s, and as we have seen before in the laboratory. However, in this case,
we saw mixed phase CHA and AFI, even at the lowest Co level, Co/P=0.04. Although in
all cases lowering the pH to 5.5 and then 4.5 using acetic acid did cause the major phase
to change from CHA to AFI (approximately 90% AFI) some CHA remained in the final
product.
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In the gels with a Co/P ratio 0.1, CHA was the dominant phase in the majority of
gels. Even in the gel with 0.8 molar equivalents of TEAOH where the pH was left un
adjusted the major phase (>90%) was CHA while at higher template levels CHA was the
only phase produced. Reducing the pH altered the preferred phase produced by different
amounts. At a template level of 0.8 TEAOH the major phase becomes AFI while for the
other two, higher levels of template CHA remains the dominant product in the reaction.

When TEA is used as the template in the laboratory we know that Co/P ratios of
0.04 and a template concentration of 0.8 molar equivalents pure AFI is produced without
having to adjust the pH, as is the case for some other template species including
cyclohexylamine and tripropylamine. However at these low levels of Cobalt we have
found that Wien using TEAOH as the template there is often formation AEI, the AlPO-18
structure. Closer inspection of the EDXRD data collected on the samples, taken from
both the bottom and middle of the 3 detectors, indicated that at the lower Co level, Co/P
= 0.04, the second phase formed in the reaction was in feet AEI and not CHA. When the
cobalt level is increased, to Co/P = 0.1 the second phase formed is CHA, and not AEI, as
has been seen in previous studies.

It is only possible to detect the AEI structure of CHA by using data from the
middle of the three detectors. If only data from the bottom detector is used you cannot
distinguish between the two structures as the main peak, and a d-spacing of 9.407 is in
the same position for both. Figure 4.6 shows the differences in the middle detector
spectra.
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Figure 4.6

CHA Synthesised in situ

AEI Standard

CHA Standard

AFI Standard
J V

v .^

Figure 4.6 EDXRD Patterns from the middle detector on station 16.4 of the Daresbury
SRS. Spectra are shown for AEI, CHA and AFI standards and for AEI and CHA formed
in situ. Note the distinct differences that are seen between the AEI and CHA spectra. The
differences are only visible on the middle detector as both materials have identical
spectra on the bottom detector.
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4 3 .4 Reaction Time

In the cobalt containing gel, reaction times were relatively unaffected. In all cases
the first peaks were seen between 12 and 18 minutes from the time the hydrothermal cell
was placed in the heater. This was followed by a period o f rapid growth, typically for
around a further 10-15 minutes at which point the growth appeared to slow down
dramatically. Similarly in the pure aluminophosphate gels with no heteroatom changing
the pH of the gel had a relatively minor effect on the reaction times. For the pure
aluminophosphates the first peaks appeared after approximately 14-16 minutes for all
samples.

The iron containing gels however did show some changes in induction period as
the pH of the gels was changed. In the gels where the pH was left un-adjusted typical
induction times, the time until the first peaks were detected, were much greater than
either the pure aluminophosphate or cobalt containing gels. Induction periods o f 35-45
minutes were common. In all the gels where the pH was reduced to 5.5 the first peaks
appeared on the bottom detector slightly sooner, after approximately 30-40 minutes.
Reducing the pH further caused the inductions times to get even shorter, typically being
between 17-25 minutes and with the gel containing 1.2 equivalents of TEAOH and an
Fe/P ratio of 0.04 showing signs of AFI formation after only 13 minutes.

We consider that one reason for this observation is the gel consistency. The iron
substituted gels were in most cases thicker than the analogous cobalt containing gels.
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This would make movement of the gel constituents more difficult and could be a reason
for the induction periods being longer. Once the acetic acid was added to the gels they
generally became runnier and therefore not subject to the same problems o f sample
movement as the gels where the pH had not been altered.

4.4 Discussion

The results presented above clearly show that adjusting the initial pH of
aluminophosphate reaction gels, containing various levels TEAOH as the template
species, and either cobalt or iron acetate can have a major effect on the final products
formed in the reaction. Across the whole range of experiments in all cases where CHA
(or AEI) were formed either in the pure phase, or competitively with AFI, reducing the
pH of the gel using acetic acid increased the tendency for AFI to form preferentially over
CHA (and/or AEI). There was a more marked effect on the FeAlPO materials where for
all gel compositions it was possible to produce pure phase AFI structures. In the CoAIPO
materials although the balance of products could be changed to produce AFI as the major
phase as opposed to pure, or predominantly CHA or AEI materials forming fi-om the un
adjusted gels.

A similar trend was found in the pure aluminophosphate gels where the high
template level gels produced CHA from the un-adjusted gel but reducing the pH to 4.5
produced pure phase AFI. This indicates that although the magnitude of the effect can be
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altered by the heteroatoms involved in the reaction they are not a necessaiy requirement
as similar trends are seen in the pure aluminophosphate system.

The reasons for this effect are unclear from these experiments, and indeed the
slightly surprising results from the study of the CoAIPO materials indicates the need for
further experiments. Altering the pH of the reaction gel obviously effects the final
product produced but the reasons why are unclear. Also these experiments indicate that
altering the pH of the reaction mixture is another tool that can be employed when trying
to tailor the synthesis of specific fi^mework materials.

Studies were started employing Small angle / Wide angle X-Ray Diffraction
(SAXS / WAXS) experiments on station 2.3 at the Daresbury SRS. However although
great progress was made in producing a new hydrothermal cell which could be used not
only on this station for the SAXS/WAXS experiments but also on other stations for
EXAFS and high resolution powder diffraction - allowing a variety of studies under
identical conditions - time constraints meant that we could not obtain any data that would
give us interpretable results.

The SAXS / WAXS experiments are designed to study the initial stages of
nucléation within the reaction gel the aim o f the experiments was to study the initial
species formed in the reaction and how these varied when the initial gel pH was altered.
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As well as further experiments using SAXS / WAXS further studies using
EDXRD on other systems, with different heteroatoms and template species would be
useful in helping understand the effects on the final species formed.
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Chapter 5
Synthesis, Structure and Properties of
Silicon and Zinc Substituted
Aluminophosphate type -44 materials.
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5.0 Summary

A range of techniques have been employed to study the effects o f heteroatom
substitution on the stability of microporous aluminophosphate frameworks. In particular
we have studied the effects of Zinc and Silicon substitution into the framework of
aluminophosphate-44, a small pore aluminophosphate with a structure related to the
naturally occurring mineral Chabazite.^ A range o f materials were produced with
progressively more Silicon and less Zinc substitution, while the total heteroatom level
was kept constant.

The structures were characterized using a combination of single crystal and
powder X-ray diffraction, with heteroatom levels confirmed by chemical analysis. In Situ
X-Ray diffraction experiments were performed to study the stability o f the materials with
respect to calcination. Infra-Red spectroscopy was then used to support the diffraction
experiments and also confirm the formation (or lack thereof) of Bronsted acid sites in the
calcined materials. The local environment of the Si, A1 and P species are then studied
using solid state NMR.

Results show that high levels of Zn substitution lead to unstable materials, but this
instability can be counteracted by simultaneous substitution o f Silicon ions into the
framework. NMR measurements indicate Zn substitutes into A1 sites, while at the highest
level of Si incorporation there is some evidence for substitution o f Si in both the A1 and P
positions.
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5.1 Introduction

Heteroatom substituted materials with structure type -3 4 have been shown to be
very effective in a number of shape selective catalytic reactions.Structure types -34, 44, -47 and 18 all have structures related to Chabazite, as described in detail in chapter
3.^ The reactions in which these materials have been shown to be usefiil include the
conversion of methanol to light olefins. The small pore nature o f the structure means the
reactions are highly selective for certain products in particular ethylene and propylene in
the conversion of methanol to light olefins.

More recently it has been shown the

materials can selectively oxidise the terminal carbon of an n-Hexane molecule, useful for
the production of Adipic acid.^®'^^

As described in more detail earlier, the catalytic activity arises from charge
balancing of lower valent heteroatom species substituted into the aluminophosphate
framework. Therefore, in general increasing the number o f substituted atoms increases
the number of catalytically active sites, and as a result should improve the reactivity of
the material. However this is not always the case, partly because heteroatom level and
number of reactive centres is not the only fector which affects a materials reactivity with
factors such as location and accessibility also being important, but also because it is often
found increasing heteroatoms levels too much can cause problems, most commonly
leading to a loss of structural stability when the materials are calcined. Indeed in many of
the heteroatom substituted (MeAlPO) materials it is known that a cobalt/phosphorus ratio
of greater than ca Co/P=0.25 can make the materials unstable to calcination, the process
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used in the removal of the organic template s p e c i e s W h e n the microporous material
collapses dense phase aluminophosphate such as tridymite often fbrm/^

Previous studies have shown that although certain MeAlPO materials are unstable
to calcination, if Silicon is simultaneously substituted into the framework the stability
with respect to calcination can be increased. In some cases the end result is the materials
can be calcined without any loss of structural integrity.

A number of reasons for this effect have been suggested. One is that the Co-0
bond is much longer (-1.93Â) in comparison to the A l-0 bond (-1.74Â) and therefore a
high level of cobalt substitution results in a large strain on the framework. When the
supporting template molecules are removed during calcination the framework collapses.
The Si-0 bond is much shorter at ~1.52Â therefore inclusion o f silicon in the framework
reduces the strain introduced by the cobalt. However, silicon is thought to predominantly
substitute into P^ sites, which have P -0 bond distances of ~1.54Â, very similar to the SiO bond distance. As a result the substitution of Si will only reduce strain on the
framework if it occupies an Al™ position. It is known that Si can substitute for both Al°^
and P^ in certain cases so this is possible, but a high level of silicon is required before
such substitution is seen.

Structural stability is obviously a very important property of a material if it is to
be a useful catalyst. Therefore we have investigated a range o f Zn and Silicon substituted
materials to gain an insight into how the Silicon substitution affects the stability of the
framework. Zinc was chosen over Cobalt in this case as one of the useful techniques for
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this study is solid state NMR. The paramagnetic nature o f cobalt was unsuitable for the
experiments as it interacts strongly with other nuclei in the material producing
complicated spectra which are difficult to interpret, masking most o f the useful
information.

A combination of X-ray dif&action. Solid State NMR, Thermal Gravimetric
Analysis (TGA) and Fourier Transform Lifra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR) have been used
to investigate the stability of the materials with respect to calcination and the local
environments of each species in the firamework in an attempt to understand the stabilizing
effect o f silicon in fi-amework.

5.2 Synthesis

Chabazite type materials can be synthesised using a range o f organic template
molecules, including morpholine, triethylamine, and di-azabicyclo-octane. In this case we
employed Cyclohexylamine, as we know it is selective for type -3 4 / -44 (chabazite)
fi'ameworks over a range of heteroatom types and compositions.^"^’

A series of

materials were synthesised with a total heteroatom concentration of 0.4, the template
concentration fixed at 1 molar equivalent, and water content of the starting gel fixed at 30
molar equivalents. The composition of all starting reaction gels can then be summarised
as:

Ali.x : Znx : Po.6+x : Sio.4-x : O4 : 1.0 Cyclohexylamine : 3OH2O
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X is varied from 0.0 to 0.4, and therefore A1 + Zn = 1 and P + Si = 1 in all cases, and the
total heteroatom concentration should be same in each material.

The gels were synthesised in the standard manner by making an aqueous gel
containing the starting materials. The H3 PO4 is added to ca % o f the H2 O. The A1 (0 H) 3 is
then mixed with the Silica source (fumed silica) and this mixture added to the H3 PO4
solution. A second solution is made with the Zinc acetate being dissolved in the
remaining water. The two solutions are then mixed and stirred until homogenous. The
cyclohexylamine template is the added and stirred vigorously until the gel is again
homogenous. The resultant gel is introduced to a Teflon lined stainless steel autoclave
and heated under autogenous pressure at a temperature of 190°C. Reaction time varied
between sample, the gel compositions, and reaction times are summarized in table 5.1
below.

In all cases A1 (0 H)3 , H3PO4 , Zn(acetate) and fumed silica are used as the
aluminium, phosphorous, zinc and silicon sources respectively. All chemicals (including
the cyclohexylamine template) were obtained from Aldrich.
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Table 5.1 Gel compositions, pH, and reaction times for the 5 ZnAPSO-44 materials.
X

Gel composition

gel pH

Heating time

0.0

1.0 A1 : 0.6P ; 0.4 Si : CHA: 3 OH2 O

6-6.5

46 days

0.1

0.9 A1 : 0.1 Zn: 0.7 P: 0.3 Si: CHA: 30 H 2 O

5.5-6

26 days

0.2

0.8 A1 : 0.2 Zn : 0.8 P : 0.2 Si : CHA: 30 H2 O

5-5.5

24 days

0.3

0.7 A1 : 0.3 Zn : 0.9 P : 0.1 Si : CHA : 30 H2 O

4-4.5

26 days

0.4

0.6 A1 : 0.4 Zn : 1.0 P : ICHA : 30 H2 O

4

42 days

As can be seen some of the reactions took much longer than others, in particular
those for the pure ZAPO and SAPO materials. The main reason for this is the formation
of a layered intermediate phase that has been seen previously in a number of heteroatom
substituted aluminophosphates formed using cyclohexylamine as the template.^^ It is
known that upon prolonged reaction the layered phase collapses or is re-dissolved into
the mother liquor, and that pure -4 4 type material is formed. We found here that the
amount of silicon and zinc in the starting gel had a large effect on the time required for
the layered intermediate phase to disappear completely. Phase purity was then checked
using powder X-ray diffraction, ensuring that the pattern o f the final product to be clear
o f any peaks related to the layered phase impurity.
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5.3 Characterisation

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns collected for each sample are shown in the
figure 5.1 below, along with the pattern for the natural mineral chabazite. It is clear from
these spectra that for each sample pure CHA, or type -34 structure has been formed.

Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.1 Powder X-Ray Diffraction patterns of each SAPO, ZnAPSO or ZAPO sample
used in the study.
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The crystallite size and morphology o f each sample were then compared using
SEM at the UCL geology department. Pictures obtained are shown below in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2
0.1 Zn, 0.3 Si

0.0 Zn, 0.4 Si
2 0um

lOOjim
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0.3 Zn, 0.1 Si

0.2 Zn, 0.2 Si

0.4 Zn, 0.0 Si

Figure 5.2 SEM images of each of the 5 ZnAPSO materials.
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It is interesting to note that although the diffraction patterns are very similar there
is considerable difference in both the morphology and size of the crystals in each sample.
If we first consider the morphology of the samples, the pure ZAPO, pure SAPO and
O.lZn (0.3Si) samples were predominantly cubic with some minor distortions and
defects. The other 2 samples, 0.2Zn (0.2Si) and O.BZn (0.1 Si) samples contain much
more irregular crystals with deformed shapes and what appeared to be many inter-grown
crystals. The typical crystallite size in the pure ZAPO, pure SAPO and 0.3Zn (0.1 Si)
samples is ca 20-3Ojnm while in the 0.2Zn (0.2Si) and O.lZn (0.3Si) samples the average
crystallite size is larger at ca 60-70pm.

5.4 Chemical analysis
Chemical analysis was performed on each sample to accurately measure the
amount of heteroatom incorporated into each material. Levels of Zn, Al, P, and Si were
recorded. The results are summarised in table 5.2 below

Table 5.2 Chemical Analysis results for the 5 ZnAPSO samples. Individual Zn, Al, P and
Si levels are indicated along with Zn/P ratio and Zn+Al, Si+P totals.

Mother Gel
Zn
Si
% levels
Al
from
P
chemical
Zn+Al
analysis
Si+P
Zn/P

Zn/PK).4

Zn/P=0,3

Zn/P=0.2

Zn/P=0.1

Zn=0.0

16.25
0
29.85
53.90
46.10
53.90
0.30

12.40
3.33
33.71
50.55
46.11
53.89
0.23

7.33
6.97
39.94
45.75
47.28
52.72
0.14

4.04
10.99
43.19
41.78
47.23
52.77
0.08

0.10
16.31
46.79
36.81
46.88
53.12
0.00
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The chemical analysis results clearly show an increase in both the Zinc and
Silicon incorporation in the respective materials. The actual level of heteroatom
incorporation is lower than the heteroatom substitution in the mother gel mixture in all
the materials and for both Zinc and Silicon. In the case of Zinc substitution, for each 10%
increase in Zinc content in the gel the amount substituted into the framework increased
by only ca -4%. (Or an increase in the Zn/P ratio or ca 0.07) This was the case across all
levels of substitution. A similar trend was seen for Silicon substitution where again there
was approximately a 4% increase in Si levels in the framework for each 10% increase in
the mother gel.

It is interesting to note that the Si+P value is consistently ca ~6% higher than the
Zn+Al. If there were isomorphous substitution of Al by Zn, and o f P by Si we would
expect both values to be equal to 0.5. In this case it would seem that the Silicon has
substituted both on the Al and P sites. If this was the situation there would be no net
negative charge placed in the framework in the regions where Si has substituted for both
Al and P species as the Al°^ and P^ are both replaced by Si^.

In this case, however, the Si+P content is 0.53 even when there is no Si in the
framework, and would therefore seem there may be some systematic error in all the data
rather than a real effect, perhaps from un-reacted Silica material, or remnants off the
excess H3PO4 used in the synthesis.
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5.5 Structure
In some of the samples there were well-formed, single crystals suitable for study
by single crystal X-ray diffraction. In these cases diffraction data of the as-prepared
materials were collected at the EPSRC crystallography service in Southampton. Single
crystal data were collected on the pure SAPO, the pure ZAPO and 0.3Zn (0.1 Si) samples.

In each case the crystal was mounted on a standard goniometer using inert oil as
the adhesive, and cooled to 150K for data collection. The apparatus set-up was described
in detail in chapter 2. Table 5.3 shows the crystallographic details of each structure, and a
schematic is shown in figure 5.3
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Table 5.3 Crystallographic details for the structures o f the ZAPO, SAPO-34 and
0.1Zn(0.3)Si materials
SAPO

ZAPO

0.1Zn(0.3Si)

150

150

150

Formula

AlPo.7 Sio.3 O4

Alo.8oZno.2oP04

Al0 .92 Zn0 .08 P0 .79 Si0 .21 O4

(from refinement)

C2 H4 .33 N 0.33

C2 H4 .33 N 0.33

C2H4 .33 N 0.33

fw, gmol'^

154.14

162.69

161.44

Calculated density, mg/m'^

1.880

1.984

1.968

a, A

13.5806(19)

13.5758(19)

13.5875(19)

c, A

15.345(3)

15.353(3)

15.334(3)

V,A'

2451.0(7)

2450.6(7)

2451.7(7)

Symmetry

Hexagonal

Hexagonal

Hexagonal

R 3

R 3

R 3

0.71073

0.71073

0.71073

1249

1238

1432

82

72

92

Ri For I>2sigma(I)

0.0526

0.0937

0.0583

wRi For I>2sigma(I)

0.0954

0.1665

0.0960

Ri for all data

0.1291

0.2485

0.1757

wRz for all data

0.1546

0.2745

0.1992

Material
Temperature (K)

Space group

1,A
no. of unique reflections
no. o f variables
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Figure 5.3
ZAPO

SAPO

ZnSAPO (0.1Zn(0.3)Si)

Figure 5.3 Schematics of the structures of the ZAPO, SAPO and 0.1Zn(0.3)Si materials.
A single cage unit is shown from 2 directions to highlight the template orientation in each
material. Zn and Si sites are not shown explicitly.
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In all cases the structures were solved and refined using the SHELX-97 suite of
program s.A s can be seen from the diagrams all the structures are very similar. In all 3
cases the framework atoms were all refined anisotropically. No restraints were required
for any of the structures. Hydrogen atoms were given idealised positions by SHELXL
using the HFIX/AFIX commands. The template molecules have 3-fold rotational disorder
around the z-axis, and each position for the amine group has

occupancy. These results

are very similar to those found in previous

of chabazite-structured

studies

aluminophosphates synthesised with cyclohexylamine as the template molecule.^'

It was not possible to distinguish between the P and Si atoms within the
framework so in all of the refinements the relative P and Si occupancies were fixed to
values corresponding to the chemical analysis results. In the pure ZAPO material all
attempts to refine the Zn occupancy resulted in the refinement being unstable. Therefore
in this case the Zn occupancy was again fixed to the value obtained from chemical
analysis. In the 0.1Zn(0.3Si) material Si occupancy was fixed but it was possible to refine
the Zn content. The final refined value was equivalent to a Zn/P ratio o f 0.08,
corresponding very well with the results from chemical analysis. The R-factors for the
pure SAPO and 0.1Zn(0.3Si) were very similar with Ri for I>2sigma(I) ca 5.5% for both
materials. The corresponding value for the ZAPO material was higher at ca 9%.

Although it was not possible to collect single crystal data for the final 2 systems
due to the small size and highly deformed nature of the crystals, a comparison of the
powder X-ray diffraction patterns indicates the structures are very similar, figure 5.4
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below. There are no discernible differences between the peaks in the powder patterns of
all the samples, and also the patterns simulated from the single crystal derived structures.
The only slight differences are small peak shifts due to small differences in unit cell
constants between materials.

Figure 5.4

SAPO
•O.lZnO.SSiZnAPSG
•0.2Zn0.2SiZnAPSO

■5

D

I

O.SZnO.lSi ZnAPSO

I

ZnAPO
•ZnAPO (Simulated)
SAPO (Simulated)

5

15

25

45

35

0.3Si 0.1 Zn ZnAPSO
(Simulated)

2 Theta (degs)

Figure 5.4 Diffraction patterns for the 5 ZnAPSO structures, along with patterns
simulated from the single crystal structures.
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5.6 Stability

The stability of the structures with respect to calcination was studied using in situ
diffraction experiments at the Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation Source. X-Ray
diffraction patterns were collected every 5 minutes while the sample was being heated at
5°C/min to a maximum temperature of 550°C, mimicking standard calcination conditions
in the laboratory. Using this data collection strategy, it was possible to track the stability
of the materials with respect to calcination by monitoring the crystalline peaks across the
whole temperature range. Stacked XRD plots for each sample are shown in figure 5.5,
over the next 2 pages.

Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.5 continued
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0.3 Zn. 0.1 Si

y*

Heating

^/^Cooling

28/

Pure ZAPO
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2 8

/°

Figure 5.5 Stacked X-Ray Diffraction plots recorded in situ as the ZnAPSO materials
were calcined, a) shows the pure SAPO material, b) 0.1Zn(0.3Si) ZnAPSO, c)
0.2Zn(0.2Si) ZnAPSO, d) 0.3Zn(0. lSi)ZnAPSO and e) shows the spectra for the pure
(0.4)Zn ZAPO material.
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To confirm the ZnAPSO system acted in the same manner to the Cobalt
substituted system we also carried out an in situ study of the CoAlPO/CoAPSO materials.
The stacked XRD plots firom this study are shown in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.6 Stacked X-Ray Diffraction plots of the CoAPSO materials recorded during
calcination of the materials confirming similar behaviour to the ZnAPSO analogues.
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The in situ diffraction study clearly shows that the ZnAlPO/ZnAPSO system
behaves in a very similar manner as the CoAlPO/CoAPSO system. At the highest level of
Zn substitution the framework collapses completely upon template removal, with no sign
of any crystalline peaks in the final XRD patterns. The case is similar for the 0.3Zn, 0.1 Si
sample with nearly complete loss of the crystalline peaks at elevated temperatures.

For the sample with 0.2Zn, 0.2Si substitution there is a fairly large loss of
intensity of the peaks indicating the loss o f some crystallinity at the highest temperature
of 550°C, although some crystalline peaks are still clearly present in the final spectra.

The final 2 samples, 0.1 Zn (0.3 Si) substitution and the pure SAPO material show
again some loss of intensity which is due to the loss of water and template species from
inside the framework. (The intensity loss is also much less than that of the samples that
indicate structural collapse.) At the highest temperatures there are still strong reflections
in the X-ray diffraction patterns due to the framework structure. These results again
compare well to previous in situ studies of the CoSAPO materials.

It is clear from these results that high levels of Zinc substitution lead to structural
instability upon removal of the organic template. The introduction of Silicon into the
framework along with the Zinc stabilizes the framework, and for silicon levels greater
than 0.2 the template species can be removed by calcination without loss o f structural
integrity.
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5.7 Infra-Red Spectroscopy
To compliment the in situ structural studies FTIR experiments were performed on
each material. Self-supporting wafers of the as-prepared materials were produced and
placed inside a specially designed in situ cell. Each sample was then subjected to the
following heating and data collection strategy; Data were collected at 5 temperatures:ambient, 250°C, 400°C, 550°C and finally again at 250°C after cooling. At each stage the
samples were heated in flowing oxygen and held at the desired temperature for 30
minutes before the cell was evacuated prior to data collection. Each sample was subjected
to the same regime at each temperature, which therefore allowed us to follow the process
of calcination via FTIR. From the spectra we can track the breakdown of the template
species during calcination, (from the intensity drop in the C-H stretching region) and also
monitor the formation of Bronsted acidity by looking for peaks appearing in the 0-H
stretching region. As the template is removed loosely bound protons balance the resultant
framework charge, in effect forming Bronsted acid sites.^^'^*

The initial and final (as-prepared and fully calcined) FTIR spectra for each sample
are shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8. Figure 5.7 shows evidence for the breakdown of the
organic template species, indicated by the loss of intensity of the peaks due to C-H
stretching at around 2800-3000cm'\ Figure 5.8 shows the region 3500-3800cm'^ where
we would expect to see bands due to stretching of the 0-H species, arising from the
formation of Bronsted acid sites.
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Figure 5.7
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Figure 5.7 (a) Shows a stack plot of the initial FTIR spectra collected at ambient
temperature, (b) shows the spectra recorded at 550°C after full calcination. The region
peaks seen relate to the C-H stretching of the organic template species.
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Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.8 (a) Shows a stack plot of the initial FTIR spectra collected at ambient
temperature, (b) shows the spectra recorded at 550°C after full calcination. The region
peaks seen relate to the C-H stretching of the organic template species.
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It is clear from figure 5.7 in the final spectra there are no longer any absorption
bands due to the organic species indicating complete removal of the template. A
comparison of the initial and final spectra also show the only samples which show
Bronsted acidity are those with stable frameworks. The sharp peak at ca 3650cm'^ is
attributed to the P-(OH) stretch, and the broader peak at around 3620cm*^ is due to the
Zn-0(H)-P stretch. (Bronsted acid species.) There is a clear drop in intensity of the peaks
related to C-H stretching of the template species as it is removed between the spectra
collected at 400 and 550°C. For the materials where the template species is stable to
calcination this loss of intensity in the C-H stretching region coincides with the
appearance of the peak at 3620cm‘^ as a result of the formation of Bronsted acid sites,
(see figure 5.9) In the samples that collapse upon the removal o f template there no
evidence for acidity, as one would expect.
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Figure 5.9
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Figure 5.9 FTIR Spectra of the 0.1 Zn 0.3Si ZnAPSO sample, a: Shows the drop in
intensity of the peaks relating to the organic template molecule while b: shows the
corresponding growth appearance of bands due to the 0-H stretching of Bronsted acid
sites
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5.8 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) measurements were taken to investigate the
weight loss during calcination. Data were collected by the thermal analysis group at
UCL. Between 8.5 & 11 mgs of each sample were heated from ambient temperature to
550°C and held at this temperature for ca 60 minutes, mimicking standard calcination
conditions in the laboratory. Stacked plots of weight loss vs time are shown for each
sample in figure 5.10 and the results are summarised in table 5.4

Figure 5.10
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Figure 5.10 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis curves for each ZnAPSO sample. 2 main
regions of weight loss are clear, the initial one for loss of water (blue shaded area) and the
second due to loss of template (green shaded area.)
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Table 5.4 Summary of Thermal Analysis results.
Loss Due to Template (%)

Loss Due to H2 O (%)

Total Weight Loss (%)

SAPO

19.470

1.861

21.331

0.1Zn(0.3Si)

20.183

1.796

21.979

0.2Zn (0.2Si)

20.001

1.713

21.714

0.3Zn(0.1Si)

15.973

2.549

18.522

ZAPO

14.309

1.957

16.266

Material

There are 2 main stages of weight loss for each sample, the initial loss of water,
from ~90 to 320°C and then a larger weight loss from 320 to 450°C. Typically the loss of
water equates to between a 1.7 and 2.0% drop in weight for all the samples except the
0.3Zn (0.1 Si) sample where there is a 2.55% weight loss corresponding to water.

In the samples that were found to have a stable framework stmcture (SAPO,
0.1 Zn (0.3Si) and 0.2Zn (0.2Si) materials) the weight loss due to template is 19.470,
20.183 and 20.001% respectively. This is very close to the percentage loss you would
expect for a system with 2 template molecules in each cage unit, (approximately 21-22%
weight loss expected) and agrees very well with our single crystal results. In the 2 other
materials however there is a lower amount of weight loss both due to the template species
and overall. The organic species accounted for a weight loss o f 15.973% in the 0.3Zn
(0.1 Si) material, and a 14.309% loss in the pure ZAPO.
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It could therefore be the case that in the 2 materials which collapse completely
upon calcination that there is in fact less template in the framework initially leading to a
more unstable end product. However no evidence o f this was found in the single crystal
studies were the refinements clearly found 2 template molecules in each cage unit and
both were full occupied, and also with its role in charge balancing the incorporated
heteroatom you would expect there to be 2 template molecules in the cage unit.

We rationalize the lower weight loss during calcination by proposing that as the
template breaks down the framework collapses around it and therefore the microporosity
is lost, resulting in ‘fragments’ of organic template becoming trapped inside the resultant
dense phase structure. Therefore the weight loss is significantly lower in these materials.

5.9 Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Solid State NMR measurements were taken to investigate the local geometry of
individual atom types within the framework, and monitor how these changed across the
range of framework compositions. Although previous structural studies have been
performed on the CoAPSO set of materials the paramagnetic Cobalt nuclei interacts
strongly with the other species in the framework makes it unsuitable for our NMR
experiments, hence the decision to study the ZnAPSO materials. ^^Si, ^^P and ^A1 were
collected for each sample, at University College London. Results are discussed below
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5.9.1

NMR

The 5

spectra are shown below in figure 5.11. There is very little change in

the ^^Al across the range o f samples. As with the Cobalt species the nature of the A1
nuclei tends to make the spectra broad and difficult to assign many features.

In the pure SAPO material there is a peak at around 30ppm which is assigned to
tetrahedral aluminium in the framework, as has been seen before. As the level of silicon
drops (and therefore Zn increases) the main peak shifts slightly but only by ca 2-3 ppm,
to approximately 27ppm in the pure ZAPO material. A shoulder develops and grows into
a broad hump as the Zn level is increased, and in the ZAPO material this spreads firom ca
0-20ppm but is very broad. Previous studies have attributed this broad peak to framework
A1 interacting with H2 O species. As we know we have a large amount Zn in the stmctures
it is also possible that this feature is related to interaction with the Zn species but further
experiments are needed to confirm whether the broad peak which is seen in the high Zinc
materials is due to increased interaction with H2 O species or whether it is a result of
interaction with the Zn species in the framework.
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Figure 5.11

(d )

(b )
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Figure 5.11

-100
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NMR Spectra for the (a) SAPO, (b) O.lZn (0.3Si) ZnAPSO, (c) 0.2Zn

(0.2Si) ZnAPSO, (d) 0.3Zn (0.1 Si) ZnAPSO and (e) ZAPO materials.
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5.9.2 ” Si NMR

As with the ^A1 there is very little change in the ^Si NMR across the 4 samples
which have Silicon ions substituted in the framework. Stacked NMR spectra for the 4 Si
containing samples are shown in figure 5.12. The main feature, which is apparent in all
the spectra is a peak at ca -90ppm, which is assigned to Si(0Al)4 (this translates to
Silicon substituting P in the framework). In the pure SAPO material there is also a small
peak at ca -llOppm which is attributed to Si(0Si)4 which would be consistent with the
formation of Silicon islands, or areas of the framework where there is substitution of
Silicon for both A1 and P in adjacent positions. A schematic of a single cage of a
Chabazite framework where this is the case is shown in figure 5.13. Previous studies have
also found peaks assigned to Si(0Al3,0Sii), Si(0A12, 0Si2) and Si(OAll, OSiB) at ca 96, -100 and -105ppm respectively however we find no evidence for these species in
our spectra.
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Figure 5.12
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Figure 5.12 ^Si NMR Spectra for the (a) SAPO, (b) O.lZn (0.3Si) ZnAPSO, (c) 0.2Zn
(0.2Si) ZnAPSO and (d) 0.3Zn (0.1 Si) ZnAPSO
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Figure 5.13

y

Figure 5.13 Schematic of a section of a Silicon substituted aluminophosphate framework
in which a ‘silicon island’ has formed.

5.9.3 ^*P NMR

In many respects the ^'P NMR proved to be the most interesting in this study
because of the large number of peaks, many of which changed over the range of samples.
Stacked patterns of the MAS/Decoupled spectra are given in figure 5.14
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Figure 5.14
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NMR Spectra for the (a) ZAPO, (b) 0.3Zn (0.1 Si) ZnAPSO, (c) 0.2Zn

(0.2Si) ZnAPSO, (d) O.lZn (0.3Si) ZnAPSO and (e) SAPO materials.
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The peak at ca -29ppm is assigned to P(0 A1 )4 (Phosphorus surrounded by 4 0-Al
species) as in a pure aluminophosphate framework. This peak is initially weak in the pure
ZAPO material, but increases to be the dominant peak as the Zn level decreases to 0. This
indicates that the Zn substitutes in the A1 position, reducing the number o f P(0 A1 )4
species at higher Zn concentrations, agreeing well with other studies and our chemical
analysis results. There are also

2

more peaks that are fairly dominant in the ZAPO species

but decrease with Zn content and appear at -2 2 and -14ppm. There are assigned to
P(0 Al3 , OZni) and P(0 Al2 ,

0

Zn2 ) respectively. In the pure ZAPO and 0.1Zn(0.3SI)

materials these peaks have approximately equal intensity, in the 0.2Zn(0.2Si) ZAPSO the
peak at -22ppm is slightly larger than that at -14ppm indicating slightly more P(OAls,
OZni) species.

In the 0.1Zn(0.3Si) ZAPSO, the peak at P(OAls, OZni) is the more predominant
of the two as we would expect with less Zn in the structure. In final spectra, for the SAPO
material the peaks at - 2

2

and -14ppm are no longer present (again as one would expect if

related to P(OZn%, OAI4 .X) as there is no longer any Zinc in the framework) but there are
2

sharper, smaller peaks at ca -11 and -ISppm. At this stage we are unable to assign

these, but infer they may be related to P interacting with Si as it is the pure SAPO
material or some un-reacted species only present in this sample, and amorphous as no
extra peaks were found in the diffraction patterns.

There are 2 more features in the materials with Zn content above 0.2, with a sharp
peak at -2ppm and a broader peak at around 2ppm. We believe this is possibly related to
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Phosphorus interaction with un-reacted Zn species within the sample as such peaks have
not been seem before.

The results from the

NMR are much as we expected. The increase in Zn levels

greatly decreases the intensity of the peak due to P(0A1)4 species, and also the peaks due
to P(OZnx, OAI4 -X) decrease as the Zn levels decrease. This is consistent with Zn
substituting solely A1 in the framework, agreeing with ours, and previous results.

5.10 Conclusions
In this study, we have clearly shown the structural stability of the microporous
aluminophosphate framework with respect to calcination is greatly affected by the level
of heteroatom species substitution. While keeping the same total level of substitution
constant (ie Si +Zn level) we have found distinct differences in the stability of each
framework. Indeed in the introduction of increasing levels of Zn ions into the framework
had the effect of making the frameworks increasingly unstable when the template species
was removed. However, the stability of the material can be improved by replacing some
of the substituted Zn ions with Si ions. FTIR results showed evidence for Bronsted
acidity only in the materials with stable frameworks, as one would expect.

MAS NMR results showed clear evidence for substitution o f Zn” into Al”^sites in
the framework. For the highest levels of Si substitution there is a peak which is attributed
to Si(0Si)4 or silicon tetrahedra attached to 4 further Si atoms via bridging oxygens. This
is consistent with the formation of ‘Silicon Islands’, regions where both Al”^and P^ have
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been substituted by Si^. This is one proposed mechanisms by which substituted silicon
ions stabilise heteroatom containing aluminophosphate frameworks. However no
evidence of this was found in the other 2 stable materials, with 0.1 Zn (0.3Si) and 0.2Zn
(0.2Si) but this could mean the level of silicon substitution into Aim sites is below
detectable levels using solid state NMR.

The ability to stabilise heteroatom substituted frameworks by incorporating
Silicon ions simultaneously will give us a greater ability increase the amount o f reactive
centres that can be imparted on the framework, without loss o f structural integrity. In turn
it will then be possible to tailor the structural and catalytic properties o f such materials to
increase their reactivity to given known and new chemical processes.

Although these results are inconclusive as to the mechanisms o f stabilisation of
the framework as a result of silicon substitution there is some evidence form the NMR
results of the formation of silicon islands which would have the effect o f reducing any
strain imparted on the framework as a result of the longer Zn-0 bonds compared to A l-0
bonds. (As discussed in the introduction)

The study also shows that silicon stabilizes both the ZnAPSO and CoAPS O
systems providing scope for further studies into other MeAPSO frameworks, and for
more studies into the mechanisms of silicon stabilization of heteroatom substituted
frameworks.
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Chapter 6.
Structural Studies of
Cobalt Hetero-polytungstate
materials.
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6.0 Summary

The crystal structures o f both the Co” and Co”^ forms o f a Cobalt
Heteropolytungsate material have been investigated, with the aim o f obtaining an
accurate model for tetrahedrally co-ordinated cobalt surrounded by 4 oxygen atoms.
This model is useful for estimating the amount o f oxidisable cobalt in CoAlPO
frameworks.

Conventional single crystal diffraction experiments were used to collect data
on the Co”\ K$ [ C 0 W 1 2 O 4 0 ]

2O H 2O ,

material while micro-single crystal diffraction

using Station 9.8 o f the Daresbury Synchrotron service was used to collect data on the
Co” sample, (K6[CoW 12 O4 0 ] 12 H 2 O)

Results indicate an average Co”^-0 bond distance o f ca 1.79Â which agrees
well with EXAFS studies performed by the group, and with the distance predicted
from the Bond Valence Sum (BVS) model. The average Co”- 0 bond distance is
found to be ca 1.89Â, again corresponding well to previous EXAFS studies and the
distance predicted in the BVS model.
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6.1 Introduction

As has been discussed in previous chapters hetero-atom substituted
aluminophosphates have attracted considerable attention in recent years due to their
wide range o f substitution chemistry leading to the production o f solid catalysts, with
a range o f functionality^'^. One such hetero-atom substituted material is CoAlPO in
which Co° ions are substituted in place o f Al^° As noted in previous chapters, to make
these materials active it is first necessary to remove the organic template molecules
used in their synthesis. It has been shown that the process o f calcination o f such
materials not only introduces strong acid properties, but also the Co" ions can be
raised to a higher oxidation state Co"^ by calcination in oxygen. Calcination is the
most common method o f removing the organic template molecule employed in the
synthesis o f such materials.

In a number o f recent papers it has been proposed that it is in fact the Co"^
ions, tetrahedrally bound in the aluminophosphate framework, that are important in
the catalytic properties exhibited by many CoAlPO's"^’

These reactions include the

oxidation o f alkanes and alkenes in the presence o f air or hydroperoxides^'^.

Previous X-Ray absorption experiments have shown consistently that Co" ions
initially present in the CoAlPO framework can be raised, by calcination in air or
oxygen, to the Co™ state, while remaining in the microporous framework™'^^.
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However investigations using other techniques, notably using E.S.R.
spectroscopy indicate that in certain structures there is little evidence for the existence
o f Co^ ions in the framework^^'^®.

Experiments performed by the Davy Faraday Research Labs using the
Daresbury Synchrotron Source have been used to track the formation o f Co™ centres
by monitoring the shift in the absorption edge and also the derived C o-0 bond
distances.

It has been found, typically, that the spatially averaged Co“- 0 bond distance is
1.93 A (close to that found in C0 AI2 O4 ) whereas the average Co™-0 distance in the
completely calcined material is close to 1.82A. Indeed with such information, the
average fraction o f Co ions in the (H) or (HI) oxidation states in a given CoAIPO
structure has been estimated^^. As the level o f Cobalt oxidation profoundly influences
the number and type o f active sites in the framework, and as a result the catalytic
performance o f the CoAlPO, either as a solid acid catalyst or as a selective oxidation
one, it is important to know accurately the geometry, and bond length o f Co™ ions
tetrahedrally co-ordinated to 4 oxygen atoms. For us to be able to accurately evaluate
the level o f Co oxidation within the framework a good model compound is needed for
detailed comparison o f the C o-0 bond distances. There are very few examples o f
systems with Cobalt in tetrahedral geometry, one related to the Garnet structure and a
second, the Cobalt substituted hetero-polytungstate. Kg [CoW 12 O4 0 ] 2 OH2 O.

Baker and co-workers^^ reported the synthesis o f the latter material from
which pure, stable single crystals were isolated. They also report it is possible to
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reduce the K5 [Co^“Wi2 0 4 o]‘2 0 H2 0 material to form K6 [Co°Wi2 0 4 o ] 1 2 H 2 0 which
contains Co^^ ions tetrahedrally co-ordinated to four oxygen molecules. Therefore this
material will provide a good model for comparison to both the Co^AlPO and oxidised
Co“^AlPO.

The

crystal

structures

of

both

the

Co^

and

Co”

containing

heteropolytungstates have been solved before.^^ While the bond distances from the
Co” material agree well with EXAFS results, (both ca 1.92A) the average C o-0 bond
distance in the Co”^ material is reported to be l.SSA.^^ This value is significantly
(0.08A) greater than that observed in the EXAFS experiments that showed and
average Co”^0 distance o f ca 1.80A for the same material prepared by identical
methods. The bond distance predicted by the Bond Valence Sum (BVS) model also
predicts a much shorter C o-0 bond distance o f 1.78A.^^ Upon closer inspection o f the
earlier structure solution^^ we found that some o f the W -0 separations were far
shorter (in the region o f 1.3 5A) than one would expect and that some o f the 0 - 0
separations were not acceptable.

Therefore as a result o f the differences in bond distance found between
EXAFS and X-ray data and exceptionally W -0 distances combined with the need for
an accurate model for the geometry o f tetrahedral Co™ the structure o f
K 5 C0 IIIW12 O4 0 .2 OH2 O was re-investigated. To compliment this a single crystal study
o f the K6 C0 W 12 O4 0 .I 2 H2 O (Co” form o f the material) was also carried out, giving us
a direct comparison o f the two Co environments in crystals from the same sample
(before and after reduction.)
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6.2 Synthesis

Synthesis for the

material was from a well established method reported

by initially by Baker and c o - w o r k e r s ^ I n

a typical synthesis 3.96g o f

Na 2 \V0 4 2 H 2 O was dissolved in 8ml o f water and the pH o f the solution adjusted to ca
6.5 using acetic acid (typically this required approx 0,7ml glacial acetic acid). A
second solution o f 0.5g Cobalt acetate in 2.5ml H 20, with 1 drop o f acetic acid, was
prepared. The Na 2 \V 0 4 solution was heated to boiling and the Co(acetate) solution
added. The mixture was heated for 15 minutes before addition o f 2.6g KCl. At this
stage the original references advise heating in an open beaker, but it was found that
covering the beaker or refluxing to reduce water loss from evaporation made the
synthesis much more reliable.

The mixture was then cooled and the product was removed by filtration. 4.7g
o f the resultant green solid was then heated to ca 90°C in 7.5g o f 2M H 2 SO 4 for ca 5
minutes and the solution was filtered to remove any undissolved impurities. The blue
filtrate (which contains the [CoWi2 0 4 o]^^ ions) was heated to boiling before slowly
adding solid K2 S2 O8 , with continuous stirring, until the solution turned to a gold
colour. Finally the mixture is heated for a further 10 minutes to decompose any excess
K 2 S2 O 8 . Crystals o f K$[CoW 12 O 40 ] 2 OH2 O were obtained upon cooling the above

solution with no need for re-crystallisation. The samples produced were yellow/green
prismatic crystals with dimensions up to ca 200x20x20nm. The crystal used for the
diffraction experiment was approximately 100x20x20nm, and showed no obvious sign
o f defects.
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It was also possible to obtain K6 [CoWi2 0 4 o] I 2 H 2 O crystals by reducing the
yellow/green K5 [CoWi2 0 4 o] 2 0 H 2 0

sample with H 2 O2 and re-crystallising blue

crystals o f the Co° form o f the material.

6.3 Structural Studies.

Single Crystal Studies were performed on both systems. The data for the
K5 [CoWi2 0 4 o] 2 OH2 O (Co™) sample were collected at the EPSRC crystallography
service in Southampton, using an Enraf Nonius Kappa CCD diffractometer fitted with
the Nonius FR591 rotating anode X-Ray generator. Indexing and data collection was
performed by the software package DENZO^^

Scaling was performed by

Scalepack and adsorption corrections calculated in Sortav^^’^^. The structure was then
solved and refined using the SHELX-97 suite o f programs^^.

After the reaction and re-crystallisation o f the polytungstate material to form
the Co^^ sample the crystals were smaller than those o f the Co™ sample, typically
50x15x15}im in size. Therefore data for the K6 [CoWi2 0 4 o] I 2 H2 O (Co°) sample were
collected using station 9.8 at the Daresbury Synchrotron Source. Details o f both
facilities are given in more detail elsewhere and in Chapter 2 o f this thesis.
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6.3.1 Ks [CoW 12O40] 2OH2O

The structure was solved and refined using the SHELX-97^^ suite o f programs.
In the earlier report^^, the structure o f this material was solved using the space group
P6222. However, we could not obtain any satisfactory structure solution when we
attempted to solve the structure with the new data set using this space group. We
identified the space group to be P3(l). Crystallographic details are given in Table
6.1(a).
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Table

6 .1

Crystallographic data for K5[CoW 12 O 40].2 OH2O and K6[CoW 12O40 ] 12 H 2O .

Temperature (K)

150

150

Formula

K 5 [C0 W 12 O4 0 ].2 OH2 O

K6[CoW i2O40].12H2O

fw, g mol-1

3460.95

3100.63

A
c, A

18.937(3)

18.96189(12)

12.484(2)

12.3574(40)

V, A3

3877.1(11)

3847.8(20)

Symmetry

Hexagonal

Trigonal

Space group

P 3(l)

P3(2)21

X, A

0.71073

0.68680

no. o f unique reflections

15171

6153

no. o f variables

544

288

R1 For I>2sigma(I)

0.0539

0.046

wR2 For I>2sigma(I)

0.1235

0.107

R1 for all data

0.1196

0.066

wR2 for all data

0.1519

0.110

a,

Although, we were able to identify the W, Co and non-water O atom positions
without much difficulty, it was only possible to assign 2 o f the 5 potassium ions and
12 o f the 20 water molecules. It is likely that the other 3

ions and 8 water

molecules are considerably disordered, since we did not find any clear electron
density in the difference Fourier representing these atoms. Attempts to assign
positions to additional atoms led to an unstable refinement and atoms with unrealistic
temperature factors. The oxygen atoms associated with water molecules were refined
isotropically and all other atoms were refined with anisotropic temperature factors. No
other restraints were required. Fractional coordinates are given in Table 6.2. A
selection o f bond-distances derived from diffraction are given in Table 6.3. A single
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keggin unit of the refined structure is given in Figure 6.1, with the C 0 -O 4 tetrahedral
unit shown in the inset with Co-0 bond distances indicated. The final R-factor of our
refinement was 5.5%, significantly lower than the one reported earlier (19.4%)^^.

Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1. The final refined structure of K 5 [CoW 12O 40 ] 2 OH2 O. A single Keggin unit
of the structure is shown for clarity. The C 0 O4 tetrahedral unit is shown, with bond
distances, in the inset.
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The most important aspect o f this work is the C o-0 bond distances. Our
refinement shows that the cobalt is in a slightly distorted tetrahedral environment with
an average C o-0 bond distance o f ca 1.79Â, considerably shorter than the one
(1.88A) reported earlier. The tetrahedral unit is shown in the inset in figure 1, with
bond distances highlighted. Terminal W -0 distances were found to be very similar
and are all in the region 1.69-1.72Â, larger than the values from the original
refinement o f ca 1.35Â. Similarly the bridging oxygens are close to each other and
fall in the range ca 1.86-1.91 A.

The C o-0 distance o f 1.79A is very close to the one predicted by the BVS
model (1.78A) as well as the C o-0 distance derived from the analysis o f the Co Kedge EXAFS data o f this material^^. Therefore with the new value will help provide a
good model for the C0 -O 4 tetrahedra which in turn can be used to estimate accurately
the amount o f oxidisable cobalt in CoAIPO structures
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Table 6.2 Fractional coordinates and Uiso values for K5 [CoWi2 0 4 o]'2 0 H 2 0 with
e.s.d’s in parentheses.

Atom*
K1
K2
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
WIO
W ll
W12
Col
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
OlO
O il
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028

X

0.6292(3)
0.3706(3)
0.58239(6)
0.56723(6)
0.43285(6)
0.41755(6)
0.62811(6)
0.37191(6)
0.36317(6)
0.63684(6)
0,55323(6)
0.29367(5)
0.44676(6)
0.70634(5)
0.50011(18)
0.4199(10)
0.4093(9)
0.5912(10)
0.526400)
0.4743(9)
0.6861(9)
0.5773(10)
0.3152(9)
0.4755(8)
0.8052(9)
0.5228(9)
0.6844(10)
0.1963(9)
0.4658(9)
0.7287(8)
0.6456(9)
0.5333(9)
0.6195(8)
0.6333(9)
0.4676(9)
0.6219(10)
0.6032(10)
0.5329(9)
0.3969(10)
0.3529(9)
0.3725(9)
0.3108(10)
0.3792(11)

z

y

0.2581(3)
-0.2587(3)
0.14952(5)
0.14953(5)
-0.14960(5)
-0.14961(5)
-0.00873(6)
0.00870(6)
-0.00878(6)
0.00879(6)
-0.15315(5)
-0.15313(5)
0.15304(5)
0.15308(5)
0.00001(17)
0.2239(9)
-0.0657(8)
0.0661(9)
-0.0671(9)
0.0659(9)
0.0660(8)
-0.2262(9)
-0.2099(8)
-0.2085(8)
0.2250(9)
0.2076(8)
0.2093(8)
-0.2250(9)
0.0924(9)
0.0929(8)
0.1788(9)
0.1784(9)
-0.0668(8)
-0.0945(9)
-0.1772(8)
0.2246(8)
0.2235(9)
-0.0939(8)
-0.2247(9)
-0.1784(9)
-0.0938(8)
0.0120(11)
-0.2240(9)
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-0.1248(4)
-0.1240(4)
0.17573(7)
0.57632(7)
0.57640(7)
0.17565(7)
0.57355(8)
0.57362(8)
0.17837(8)
0.17831(8)
0.38672(8)
0.36510(8)
0.38677(8)
0.36526(8)
0.3761(3)
0.3543(13)
0.6127(11)
0.6123(12)
0.1399(11)
0.1400(12)
0.4666(12)
0.3564(13)
0.2531(12)
0.4983(11)
0.3968(14)
0.4958(11)
0.2537(11)
0.3976(14)
0.6545(12)
0.2557(13)
0.4654(11)
0.288201)
0.2864(11)
0.4964(11)
0.287102)
0.666700)
0.083002)
0.650502)
0.083402)
0.4648(12)
0.100702)
0.0836(13)
0.668002)

Uzso
0.0354(10)
0.0371(11)
0.0334(2)
0.03320)
0.03380)
0.0332(2)
0.0349(2)
0.03490)
0.0347(2)
0.0346(2)
0.0332(2)
0.0 3 2 8 0 )
0.0333(2)
0.0 3 3 2 0 )
0.0261(5)
0.038(4)
0.029(3)
0.036(4)
0.034(4)
0.034(3)
0.031(3)
0 .0 3 8 0 )
0.032(3)
0.028(3)
0.040(4)
0.029(3)
0.032(3)
0.041(4)
0.034(4)
0.035(4)
0 .0 3 0 0 )
0 .0 2 9 0 )
0 .0 2 8 0 )
0 .0 3 0 0 )
0 .0 3 1 0 )
0.033(4)
0.041(4)
0.033(3)
0 .0 4 1 0 )
0.033(3)
0 .0 3 4 0 )
0.044(4)
0.040(4)

029
03 0
031
03 2
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
OIS
02S
03 S
04S
05S
06S
07S
OSS
09S
OIOS
oils
012S

0.2723(9)
0.3790(10)
0.4157(9)
0.7005(11)
0.2986(11)
0.5853(8)
0.6878(11)
0.6275(10)
0.3121(9)
0.5228(9)
0.3654(9)
0.4760(9)
0.4984(8)
0.4997(10)
0.3480(12)
0.5340(12)
0.6520(12)
0.4644(12)
0.8684(16)
0.7357(15)
0.742(3)
0.805(3)
0.801(2)
0.259(4)

-0.0934(9)
0.0652(9)
-0.0596(9)
0.0123(11)
-0.0114(11)
0.0628(8)
-0.0125(11)
0.0929(10)
-0.0661(8)
-0.0627(9)
0.0920(9)
0.0616(9)
-0.0012(9)
-0.0007(9)
-0.1188(12)
-0.1165(12)
0.1176(12)
0.1177(12)
0.1317(16)
-0.1326(16)
0.000(3)
-0.196(3)
-0.004(3)
-0.003(4)

0.2552(13)
0.2876(12)
0.2899(12)
0.6668(15)
0.6665(14)
0.2903(13)
0.0832(15)
0.1011(11)
0.4656(12)
0.4602(12)
0.4974(13)
0.4597(13)
0.8169(10)
-0.0655(11)
-0.1386(15)
-0.1076(14)
-0.1418(15)
0.8909(15)
0.540(2)
0.212(2)
-0.123(4)
0.043(4)
0.379(4)
-0.120(5)

0.038(4)
0.037(4)
0.034(3)
0.050(5)
0.050(5)
0.032(3)
0.051(5)
0.035(4)
0.031(3)
0.034(3)
0.039(4)
0.037(4)
0.026(3)
0.034(3)
0.055(5)
0.052(5)
0.054(5)
0.058(5)
0.084(7)
0.084(7)
0.155(13)
0.174(15)
0.159(14)
0.23(2)

^The oxygen atom labels ending with S are associated with water molecules
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Table 6.3. Selected bond distances showing C o-0 distances, and the maximum and
minimum W -0 distances for terminal (W-Ot) and bridging (W-Ob) bonds.

K5[CoWi204o] 2 OH2 O

K6 [CoWi2 O4 0 ] I 2 H2 O

Bond

Distance (A)

Distance (A)

Co-01

1.7839

1.8910

C o-02

1.7865

1.8910

Co-03

1.7923

1.8917

C o-04

1.8017

1.8917

Average C o-0 dist.

1.7911

1.89135

Terminal W =0 Bonds
W-Ot (min)

1.6874

1.6965

W-Ot (max)

1.7215

1.7463

W-Ot (average)

1.7055

1.7238

Bridging W -0 bonds (W-O-W)
W-Ob (min)

1.8549

1.8699

W-Ob (max)

1.9684

1.9967

W-Ob (ave)

1.9207

1.9367

6.3.2 K6[Co“Wi20«)] I 2 H 2 O

The structure was again solved and refined using the SHELX-97 suite o f
programs^^. The space group for this material was found to be P3(2)21.
Crystallographic details are given in Table 6.1b. The cell constants were found to be
very close to those o f the Co™ material, much as expected due to the very similar
nature o f the structures. The main differences are in the number o f

ions and

associated water molecules. The main Keggin unit is very similar with differences in
C o-0 bond distances.
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Similar to the K5 [Co“^Wi2 0 4 o]'2 0 H 2 0 structure, it was not possible to locate
unequivocally all o f the H2 O molecules and
assign positions to 3 o f the 6

ions. Indeed it was only possible to

and 5 o f the 12 H 2 O molecules. Attempts to assign

any remaining peaks in the difference Fourier map again lead to atoms with
unrealistic thermal parameters and the refinement becoming unstable. The Oxygen
atoms associated with water molecules, and the potassium ions were refined
isotropically, while all other atoms were refined anisotropically. No other restraints
were required in the refinement.

The refined structure is shown in Figure 6.2, a single Keggin unit is shown for
clarity, with the

C 0 -O 4

tetrahedral unit shown in the inset with bond distances

highlighted. Fractional co-ordinates and Uwo values are shown in Table 6.4
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Figure 6.2

1.892A

I.SQliL ^892A

\

i8 9 lA

Figure 6.2 Refined structure of K6 [CoWi2 0 4 o] I2 H2 O. A single Keggin Unit of the
structure is shown for clarity. The inset shows the Co" - 0 4 tetrahedral unit with bond
distances indicated.

Table 6.4 Fractional coordinates and Uiso values for K6 [CoWi2 0 4 o] I 2 H2 O with
e.s.d’s in parentheses.

Atom^
K1
K2
K3
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5

X

1.0000
1.2670(3)
0.8599(10)
0.99077(5)
1.00928(5)
0.85381(5)
1.14608(5)
0.84442(5)

z

y

0.831(4)
0.6333(3)
0.1386(10)
0.62955(5)
0.37052(5)
0.43566(5)
0.56423(5)
0.29562(5)
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-0.1667
0.3333(3)
0.0000(12)
0.02873(6)
0.02880(6)
0.03865(5)
0.03876(6)
-0.17876(6)

U/50
0.59(4)
0.0338(9)
0.178(5)
0.02981(18)
0.03023(18)
0.03018(18)
0.03001(18)
0.02947(18)

W6
C ol
oi
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
OlO
O il
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
OIS
0 2S
03 S
0 4S
0 5S

1.15550(5)
1.0000
1.1779(7)
1.0652(7)
1.2232(8)
0.9339(7)
1.0950(8)
1.2253(10)
0.7720(8)
1.0102(8)
1.0673(7)
0.9323(7)
0.9892(8)
1.2130(8)
1.0931(8)
0.8229(7)
0.7877(7)
1.0625(8)
0.7764(8)
0.9362(8)
0.9037(8)
0.9092(8)
1.0000
0.9996(9)
1.0000
1.1170(12)
0.8860(13)

0.70439(5)
0.4996(2)
0.6441(8)
0.5908(7)
0.6190(9)
0.4084(8)
0.3646(9)
0.8035(8)
0.1954(8)
0.7019(9)
0.6866(7)
0.3122(7)
0.2966(9)
0.6859(8)
0.4636(8)
0.3578(8)
0.3140(7)
0.5895(9)
0.3790(9)
0.4088(9)
0.6355(9)
0.5387(9)
0.7223(18)
0.5001(9)
0.2788(17)
0.4658(12)
0.5368(13)
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-0.17888(6)
-0.1667
-0.0779(9)
-0.2552(9)
0.1297(9)
-0.2547(9)
-0.0448(10)
-0.1451(11)
-0.1463(11)
0.1234(10)
-0.0796(9)
-0.0787(10)
0.1247(11)
-0.2915(10)
0.1160(10)
-0.0770(9)
-0.2922(10)
0.0732(9)
0.1296(10)
0.0732(9)
-0.0443(11)
0.1150(10)
0.3333
0.2888(9)
0.3333
0.3481(15)
0.3463(16)

0.02945(18)
0.0233(7)
0.029(3)
0.022(3)
0.039(3)
0.026(3)
0.032(3)
0.045(4)
0.042(4)
0.036(3)
0.026(3)
0.028(3)
0.038(3)
0.038(3)
0.032(3)
0.027(3)
0.029(3)
0.031(3)
0.040(3)
0.034(3)
0.036(3)
0.037(3)
0.097(10)
0.038(3)
0.094(10)
0.074(5)
0.080(6)

Average C o-0 bond distances for both the Co” and Co”^ structures are given
in Table 6.3. It is clear that the bridging and terminal bond distances for the
K6 [CoWi2 0 4 o]

12

H 2 O are all similar to each other, and also in agreement with those

obtained from the K 5 [CoWi2 0 4 o] 2 OH2 O structure. The average C o-0 bond distance in
the Co” material is greater than that in the Co”^ material at 1.893Â compared to
1.791 A. This is in agreement with the results o f EXAFS experiments carried out in by
the DFRL and others, corresponding well with C o-0 found in cobalt substituted
aluminophosphate materials.

6.4 Conclusions

This result, in particular the C o-0 bond distance, has large implications for the
correlation o f the structure with catalytic properties. This fundamental parameter
defining the precise coordination geometry will serve as a good model for estimating
the fraction o f cobalt 2+ that has been oxidised to the 3+ state in the calcined cobalt
containing aluminophosphates. Knowing accurately the amount o f cobalt within an
aluminophosphate framework that is oxidised upon calcination gives us a greater
insight into the Redox properties o f the materials.
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7.1 Conclusions
In summary I have investigated some o f the factors that affect the synthesis o f
microporous materials and the resultant structures for a range o f heteroatom substituted
aluminophosphate materials. To this end we employed a range of both laboratory and
synchrotron radiation based techniques to study different aluminophosphate systems.

The study o f the single crystal structure of the cobalt and silicon substituted
aluminophosphate CoAPSO-44 yielded detailed information on both the framework
structure and the location of the organic template molecule used in it’s synthesis. The
high temperature single crystal data also gave us valuable information on how the
framework behaves during calcination (activation process) and as it would under, what
could be considered as ‘operating conditions’ if the material were to be used as a catalyst
for some organic reactions. An insight into the behaviour o f the template molecule at
several temperatures was also gained. Complementary studies using F'l'lR showed good
correlation with the single crystal X-Ray diffraction results with regards to the
breakdown of the organic template and the formation o f Bronsted acid sites upon
template removal

A further important aspect of the single crystal study was the feet that all data
were collected on a crystal smaller than 30|im in size. The investigation showed the
advantages o f using synchrotron radiation to perform in situ studies on catalytically
important systems for which only tiny crystals were available.
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The in situ, energy dispersive diffraction studies into.the effect of pH on a series
of iron and cobalt substituted aluminophosphate materials showed some very important
results, clearly indicating that altering the initial pH of the reaction gel, prior to heating,
had considerable effects on the formation o f a specific structure. Although in varying
degrees, we showed that reducing the pH value o f the initial gel favoured the formation
of the channel structure, API, over the cage structure CHA.

This information is critical for the synthesis o f specific framework structures. It is
usually found that the CHA structure is the favoured product from synthesis gels
containing higher heteroatom levels, making it difficult to produce materials with the
AFX, channel structure with high concentrations of heteroatom However, it should now
be possible to use the initial pH of the gel as a further tool to influencing the product
formed. Further studies are now required to apply this effect to other systems, and also to
try to find out why it happens.

The investigation of zinc and silicon substituted aluminophosphate type-44
materials provided us with useful information on how heteroatom substitution can affect
the stability o f final framework once the organic template species is removed. The
substitution of zinc into the framework decreases the stability o f framework with respect
to calcination (removal o f the organic template), similar to the CoAlPO’s where high
levels of cobalt substitution lead to framework instability. We have also found that this
instability can be counteracted by simultaneous substitution of silicon into the
framework.

Solid state NMR studies showed evidence for the formation of ‘silicon
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islands’ in the framework of the material with the highest level of silicon substitution.
The formation of silicon islands is one of the proposed reasons that substitution o f silicon
into such systems increases the stability of the frameworks by decreasing the overall
negative charge of the framework.

The final aspect of the project was the re-investigation of the structure of the
Cobalt containing heteropolytungstate K5 [CoWi2 0 4 o] 2 OH2 O. The detailed information
gained on the environment of the tetrahedrally bound Co“^ ions will provide a useful
means of determining the type of substituted cobalt species present in the
aluminophosphate frameworks and more importantly the redox chemistry o f cobalt
substituted aluminophosphate catalysts.

The project has produced some very revealing and important results, but
clearly indicated the need for further studies. Much of the work has also shown the
definite advantages of using synchrotron based experimental techniques to study such
systems and derive valuable information for materials which may not be suitable for
study by standard laboratory based techniques. Further work is now needed to gain
deeper information on the complexities of some of the results.
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Table 8.1 Fractional coordinates o f CoAPSO-44 and U(iso) recorded at 293K.

X

y

z

U(iso)

Occupancy

A l(l)

0.0977(1)

0.6622(1)

0.0696(1)

0.015(1)

1

Co(l)

0.0977(1)

0.6622(1)

0.0696(1)

0.015(1)

1

P(l)

0.3285(1)

0.8979(1)

0.0631(1)

0.016(1)

1

0(1)

0.2159(2)

0.7903(2)

0.0435(1)

0.034(1)

1

0(2)

0.1267(2)

0.5533(2)

0.0527(1)

0.035(1)

1

0(3)

-0.0099(2)

0.6489(2)

0.0016(1)

0.035(1)

1

0(4)

0.0539(2)

0.6609(2)

0.1771(1)

0.032(1)

1

C(l)

-0.2674(5)

0.4570(5)

0.1894(5)

0.102(2)

0.667

C (l’)

-0.2674(5)

0.4570(5)

0.1894(5)

0.102(2)

0.333

N (l)

-0.2068(10)

0.5838(10)

0.1740(11)

0.094(5)

0.333

0(2)

-0.2114(6)

0.3910 (5)

0.1844(6)

0.122(3)

1

Atom

Cl and Cl have the same crystallographic parameters, with partial occupancies. C (l) is
the CH2 species while C(T) is the CH-NH2 species.
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Table 8.2. Fractional coordinates o f CoAPSO-44 and U(iso) recorded at 473K.

Atom

X

y

z

U(iso)

Occupancy

A l(l)

0.3376(1)

0.9022(1)

0.0695(1)

0.020(1)

1

Co(l)

0.3376(1)

0.9022(1)

0.0695(1)

0.020(1)

1

P(2)

0.4308(1)

1.1021(1)

-0.0640(1)

0.021(1)

1

0(3)

0.3514(3)

1.0094(3)

0.0016(3)

0.039(1)

1

0(5)

0.2087(3)

0.7851(3)

0.0426(3)

0.040(1)

1

0(8)

0.3387(3)

0.9462(3)

0.1774(2)

0.036(1)

1

0(9)

0.4461(3)

0.8717(3)

0.0543(3)

0.043(1)

1

C(l)

0.2698(10)

0.7247(11)

-0.1860(10)

0.121(5)

0.667

C(l')

0.2698(10)

0.7247(11)

-0.1860(10)

0.121(5)

0.333

N (l)

0.2057(9)

0.7884(10)

-0.1724(7)

0.084(7)

0.333

C(2)

0.6092(9)

1.2138(10)

0.1847(7)

0.131(5)

1.0

Cl and Cl have the same crystallographic parameters, with partial occupancies. C(l) is
the CH] species while C(T) is the CH-NH2 species.
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Table 8.3 Fractional coordinates o f CoAPSO-44 and U(iso) recorded at 673K

Atom

X

y

z

U(iso)

Occupancy

P(2)

0.0038(1)

0.7743(1)

0.1061(1)

0.026(1)

1

A l(l)

0.2311(1)

1.0040(1)

0.1004(1)

0.026(1)

1

Co(l)

0.2311(1)

1.0040(1)

0.1004(1)

0.026(1)

1

0(2)

0.1170(2)

0.8765(2)

0.1302(2)

0.048(1)

1

0(3)

-0.0883(2)

0.8053(3)

0.1185(2)

0.053(1)

1

0(4)

-0.0166(2)

0.6775(2)

0.1680(2)

0.048(1)

1

0(5)

0.0035(2)

0.7378(3)

0.0098(2)

0.052(1)

1

C(l)

-0.1330(5)

0.5720(6)

0.1280(4)

0.650(5)

1

C(F)

-0.1330(5)

0.5720(6)

0.1280(4)

0.650(5)

1

N (l)

-0.0680(7)

0.8190(8)

0.6210(5)

0.490(5)

1

C(2)

0.0240(5)

0.7590(4)

0.5200(4)

0.570(3)

1

Na(l)

0.0000

1.0000

0.1760(9)

0.058(5)

1

In this structure the template molecule has lost most o f its structural integrity and only
fragments remain. * = Sodium Silicate, water glass was used as the high temperature
adhesive and it was found that Na^ ions were present in the crystal after calcination. The
coordinates of this are x = 0.0000 y = 1.0000 z = 0.1760 and U(iso) = 0.058(5). This is
located between the double six membered ring.
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Table 8.4 Fractional coordinates o f CoAPSO-44 and U(iso) recorded at 773K.

Atom

X

y

z

U(iso)

Occupancy

P(2)

0.2256(1)

0.2295(1)

0.1070(1)

0.29(1)

1

A l(l)

-0.0039(1)

0.2270(1)

0.1015(1)

0.31(1)

1

Co(l)

-0.0039(1)

0.2270(1)

0.1015(1)

0.31(1)

1

0(1)

0.1219(3)

0.2389(4)

0.1318(3)

0.58(1)

1

0(2)

-0.256(4)

0.3180(3)

0.1656(2)

0.56(1)

1

0(3)

-0.1057(3)

0.0885(3)

0.1209(3)

0.63(1)

1

0(4)

-0.0048(3)

0.2598(4)

-0.0093(2)

0.63(1)

1

Na(l)

0.0000

0.0000

0.1480(2)

0.206(18)

1

Again here the Na is believed to come from the Sodium Silicate adhesive.
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